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CATV'S SMAIIEST MAJOR NETW()RI{
Exclusive with RMS, the CA-2500 Matching Transformer network is the only unit designed with a
printed circuit.

1. Not a toy, the printed circuit used in the RMS CA-2500
matching transformer is one of exceptional quality.

2. The printed circuit allows for the exact placement of the
three capacitor, one ferrite network, insuring consistant
electrical performance of each and every unit,

3. The components used in the network are of a higher
grade than components found in other competitive units.

4. Init ially more expensive than some competit ive
units, the RMS CA-2500 is still tlfe most widely
accepted matching transformer in the industry
today.

THIS ITEM IS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE
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RMS ELECTRONTCS. tNC. s0 ANTTN pL. .  BRONX. Ny. ,10462/CALL COLLECT (21?)89?-1000/TELEX#224652-24 !OU8 SERVICE/CABLE 4qD8E_SS,"BAIV|ONlCS".
cANAorAru CeFnESENiartvES: DESKTN sALEs'coRp. /  MEXTCAN REPRESENTATTvES: TV cABLE DE PRovlNclA s.  A. ,  MExlqo c lTY'  MExlco.
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I{you think we're iust interested
in selling complete head ends,

you havent met ffarry.

\.
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Harry Banks is our man in
charge of component sales. He's
l iv ing proof  that  we' re just  as
interested in sell ing one or two
of something as we are in sell ing
a whole rack. After all, that's what he,s here for.

Let's say you call him to asl< about an
emergency broadcast system, {or instance. (Wg pick
that example because we happen to have a new one all
ready for you: the Series 6120 CommAlert.) Harry
will tell you ali about it. How compact it is. How
it automatically overrides all sound on all channels.
How you can broadcast with either the mike that
comes with it or with any phone, anywhere. And he,l l
explain how helpful this system can be when you,re
applying for a rate increase.

Of course Harry isn't the only advantage to Complete Product Line

Scientif ic-Atlanta , 3ti4.5 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30340, l4}4l 449-2OOO
Scicn t i f  i c -A t l rn ta  (U.K. )  L td . ,  H ind le  House,  Poy le  Road,  Co lnbrook ,  S lough SL3 OAY,  Eng land Te l :  Co lnbrook  5424 Te lex :  t t5 l  -B4 l l56 l

Sc ien t i I i c 'A t l rn ta  (Francc)  S .A.R.L . ,  Ccnt re  d 'A f fa i res  Par is -Nord ,  B i t iment  Ampere  No.  5  93  ]  53  LeBlanc-Mesn i l  Te l :  931 6820 lPar is )  Te lex :  9263] tSCIAT-F]
Sc ie  n t i f  i c -A t lan ta  (Canada l  L td . ,  ( rTU Bc lmont  Avcnue West ,  Su i te  103,  K i tchcner ,  Ontar io ,  Canada N2N I  N6 Te l :519-245-91145

buying from Scicnti f ic-Atlanta; thcre's
also our well-known salcs and servicc
network, with eight o{f iccs throughout
the United States. Al l  of which arc on
emergency cal l  around the clock.

They're at your service, whether
you buy our whole head end system or a single unit.

For information on particular CATV components,
call Harry Banks collect at l4O4) 449-2OOO. And for
information on our complete head end systems (or
our distribution systems or earth stations) call Jay
Levergood collect. Whatever you're looking for, we,ll
be happy to help. 11Scientific

Atlanta
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Poles  may evoke env i ronmenta l  con t rovers ies ;  they  a lso  may be  the
on ly  way some communi t ies  w i l l  have CATV serv ice .  Our  f ine
fea thered f r iends  are  "one env i ronmenta l  g roup"  tha t  favors  more
po les  bu t  un for tunate ly  they  lack  an  organ ized lobby !
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KYLE D. MOORE, President of CATA. Inc.

This coming Spring, in Dallas, this industry wiII hold its
25th annual meeting; the NCTA Trade Show. It  wiI I  be the
silver anniversary of an organized industry. It will, coin-
cidently, be the 28th-plus birthday of the CATV industry
itself .

This should be a joyous occasion. I t  should be a t ime for
reflection, a time for recounting all of the many tales of
the founding of this industry and the wonderful stories
that go with any 25th anniversary.

This should be an occasion for NCTA to round up al l  of
the living members of the original founders of thij indus-
try ( including those who were not part of the NCTA's own
founding), and to bring them to DaIIas (at industry ex-
pense i f  necessary) to al low them to share with the
second generation their memories of the experiences of
the f irst generation.

Sadly, I  fear none of this is l ikely to happen. What a
wonderful opportunity we shal l  al l  miss, and what per-
spective on what we are doing today we shal l  al l  fai l  to
perceive.

The founding of a national trade associat ion in 1g51 was
a. turning point. It signaled, if nothing else, the recogni-
tion that there might well be an industry here. Nowl in
1975,. we are approaching another turning point, perhaps
one just as important to the next twenty f ive years as the
1951 founding of NCTA has been to the first twenty five
years.

That turning point is FCC Docket 20561. which is now
out of industry hands for al l  practical purposes and sub-
ject to the digestive processes of the bowels of the Com-
mission. Docket 20561, for those who fai led to take heed of
i ts presence, and who consequenfly have fai led to register
their own comments with the Commission by the Oc-tober
28th posted cut-off date, deals with the basic matter of de-
f ining what is a CATV system.

Prior to the Commission's intercession into our petty af-
fairs, a man could run a Community Antenna System, TV
Cable Service or TV Line pretty much as his own com-
mon sense dictated. I f  he could provide better TV pictures
than a home viewer could manage with his home antenna
system, then the entrepreneur was usually able to connect
that home viewer to his master antenna system equip-
ment for a monthly rental fee. Then in 1972 the FCC de-
termined that a man could continue to provide this type of
service only i f  he had FCC approval, and agreed to obey
Washington rules.

In the process of regulat ing us, the Commission has es-
tabl ished rules and regulat ions much too complicated or
tedious to recount here. I t  is a fair statement that had
these same rules existed in 1951, there never would have
been an NCTA; there simply never would have been a
CATV industry.

One of the more absurd rules is actual ly a definit ion;
one that al lows a man to run a community antenna, TV
cable or TV line for up to 49 of his neighbors without fed-
eral regulat ion. But let him connect his 50th neighbor, and
aII you-know-what breaks loose. The wisdom of select ing
50 subscribers as a benchmark or breakover point is and
has been subject to much debate. A 50 subscriber system
at $6.00 per month per home, generates 9300.00 per month
gross income or 93,600.00 per year. An individual man,
earning this kind of wage, is el igible for foodstamps, wel-
fare assistance, and in many states unemployment bene-
f i ts. A business earning that kind of revenue is almost be-
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low comprehension. I f  you double that number, you st i l l
have the individual grossing that kind of revenue'el igible
for food stamps, many welfare benefi ts and several forms
of federal relief.

Now Docket 20561 seeks to readdress the matter of de-
f ining the basic matter of 'What is a CATV system?'One
of the questions being studied is the matter of system
size. Just what is a CATV system? At what point does a
TV line serving a 'hollow' near Gilbert, West Virginia be-
come a CATV system? Apparently the Commission be-
lieves the 50 subscriber benchmark may be in error. The
Commission in Docket 20561's publ ic notice suggests that
250 subscribers may be a more acceptable benchmark.

Now, since the FCC got into our act, there has been one
series of numbers after another; none or very few of
them real ist ic or acceptable to the CATV community.
We've had 35 mile zones, 3,500 subscribers, 50 subscribers
and 15 day non-duplication. And we've had 500 subscrib-
ers, 55 mile zones, 4 access ehannels, 2-way and 4g hour
notices. If there is one thing the FCC does better than any-
body else we know, i t  is to create benchmarks out of pre-
viously obscure numbers. This industry has suffered
through more benchmark numbers than we have years!

So now we are looking at a new proposed benchmark,
250 subscribers. And where do you suppose that number
comes from? First of all, it is obviously bigger than 50,
and smaller than say 1,000. I t  is round, f i rm, and easy to
remember. I t  sounds big to the average man in the street.
But what does it mean? tYhat is the heritage of 250?

As far as we can tel l ,  i t  has no heritage. In al l  of the
FCC cable numbers to date, 250 is a brand new, virgin
number. In careful ly reading through several thousand
sheets of FCC documents recently, I can find no previous
useage of the number 250. Perhaps that is why the Com-
mission is suggesting i t ;  i t  carr ies no tarnish and i t  has
no qrevious bad image. The danger the Commission runs
in choosing this brand new, never before ut i l ized number
is that someday in the distant future when Commissioner
Robert E. Lee is the William Douglas of the FCC, they
will run out of clean, new numbers and be forced to re-
sort to re-using some of the old numbers first introduced
in the 50's.

Now back in 1951 a CATV system with 250 subscribers
was big business. I t  didn't  make any more money than i t
does now, perhaps even less at the then-tradit ional g1.25
per month service rates. But that was before big com-
munit ies such as Dubuque, Jamestown, or Wilmington got
the cable fever.

A 250 subscriber system grosses 91500.00 per month at
$6.00 per home per month; $18,000.00 gross per year. I f
you operated a (small) retai l  shop sel l ing some type of
commodity which grossed you 918,000.00 per year today,
you would be doing a walk-in trade business of around
$60.00 per day. I f  you were open 8 hours per day, you
would be grossing 97.50 per hour. If you sold g2.50 gross
merchandise per hour at 30Vo mark-up, you would earn
(net before overhead) 91.23 per hour for your t ime. Out of
that $1.73 per hour net income, you would have to sub-
tract your own salary (!),  your rent, your electr ici ty,
your local taxes and whatever other G and A you had
such as insurance, telephone, and so on.

Can you imagine anybody in their right mind agreeing
to go into business today with the prospect of working 800
days a year, eight hours a day, for g1.Zg per hour ne1 in-
come before operating expenses!

,S.,
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DID YOU IVIR \,,1,0NNR
Now a CATV system that has 250 subscribers, and gros-

ses $18,000.00 per year, is at very best an 18 hour per day,
seven day a week kind of operation. That's a fact, I know,
because I am one of those guys that do just this. So I am"on caII" and working 365 days a year times 18 hours a
day, or 6,570 hours per year. For this I take in 918,000.00
for a 250 subscriber system. That works out to g2.?4 per
hour gross income. Out of that 92.?4 per hour I must pay
all of my operating expenses, retire a very sizeable origi-
nal capital investment, and try to stay alive. Unlike the
example retail shop that grosses 918,000.00 per year for
300 days of 8 hour per day operation, I have no accurate
way to judge the net income on my avocation. I  don't
have the luxury of marking up my product B0Zo for re-
sale. So I don't have the ability to tell you just what my
ne!inc_ome peliour is out of my big 92.24 per hour gross.

But I can tell you that no matter what it is, even if it
happens to be 92.74 per hour ( i .e. zero operating costs and
zero debt retirement), there is no room in theie for even
one more penny of expense. And to me, the FCC is an
expense.

So what is the Commission's justification for a 250 sub-
scriber benchmark? I assure you that I don't know, and
furthermore, I have every reason to believe that they
don't know either.

During the past six months the Commission has moved
the benchmark non-duplication number from 500 to 1.000
subscribers. The Commission has said, in moving from
500 to 1,000, that they can fintl no economic tosses which
television stations can claim, to justify the continuation of
forcing systems with 500 subscribers to provide duplica-
tion of program "protection," If a system is not a threat
to a TV station when it has 999 subscribers, why then is it
a threat to anyone els-e and require federal regulation?

The Commission took its final- cue for CATV-regulation
largely based upon a Supreme Court Decision in 1968 which
ruled that where there was a danger of CATV threatening
the continued viability of "local" over-the-air television

(i .e. iroadcasting), that the FCC had the ,, legal r ight" to
regulate cable. This was the San Diego ilecision. Since 196g,
through a crazy patchwork history of regulations, we have
been regulated as if we all were an economic threat to
broadcasting.

Why now, that our own operations at the 1,000 subscrib-
er and down level have proven to be not an economic
threat to broadcasting, must we continue the ridiculous
numbers game by creating a new benchmark at 2S0 sub-
scribers?

I would like to suggest to the Commission here. as
CATA has done in formal comments filed with the Com-
mission on Docket 20561, that given the overwhelming
lack of evidence that a 999 subscriber level system is an
economic threat to anyone, that the Commission begin to
consolidate some of its benchmark numbers. Why nol, for
the sake of conformity and the sake of reason, setile the
matter of Docket 20561 on at the very least the 1,000 esta-
bl ished benchmark? Why not save 250, a virgin clean
number, for the 1984 Commission to use in some really
important matter, such as regulat ing how many t imes the
word hell can be said on the Johnny Carson Show in one
week's t ime?

WHERE AI-T OT THOSL V1ONDIRFUL
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" . . . 16 miles of rural trunk. . . from all indications *
the Brown Mini-Mizer helped our problem
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"When we saw the l i rst adverl isemenl for the Brown Mini-Mizer in CATJ, we looked into the possibi l i ty that this unit  would help our
problem. We run 16 miles ol rural trunk t ieing the Cleveland system to other syslems in Boyle, Rulevi l le and Drew. Along that t iunk,
which is powered by rural eleclr icat ion systems, we have numerous hot-spots where sheath cuirents cause l ine ampli f ier fait i res. We gei
i t  from l ightning, Jrom power company surges and switching spikes. The Mini-Mizer seems to have helped our problems. " cr j iy
Rowsey, Microwave Engineer, Warner Cable of Mississipp..

Mini-Mizer is a lul l  one-year guarantee. Mini-mizer uses a patented approach to shunting
surges and high transients to ground before fuses can blow or equi0ment can be dam-
aged. There are several models avai lable, including a 240 VAC model for microwave
sites. Indoor and 0utdoor mounling configurations. prolect y0ursel l . . .with the Brown
Mini-Mizer!

BROWN ELECTRONICS
Artemus Road, Barbourville, Kentucky 40906
(606) 546-5231

***x* * ** ik x * **x* ** * * **x * * t< x >K * * * *** *x x *

The
UTTIMATE

time/weather
origination

package
Compact  (14 inches h igh,  28 inches wide,  23 inches deep),
low cost  ($1695.00 *) ,  th i rd generat ion f ie ld proven vers ion of
the most popular CATV time/weather origination package in
the industry. Displays time, temperature, barometric pressure,
wind veloc i ty ,  wind d i rect ion,  p lus d isp lays four  card spots.
Sony AVC-1400 (2:1)  in ter lace camera.  Designed for  24 hour
per  day operat ion,  and a min imum of  maintenance.

* Deluxe Texas Electronics instrumentation available
at  s l ight  addi t ional  cost .

WEATHER SCAN
Loop 132 - Throckmorton Highway

Olney, T exas 7 637 4 - (81 7/564-56881
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How to build an audience? Put as many
people from that audience on the air. One

of the best ways we know to do just that
in CATV is with super 8 film. Efficiently.
And economically.

Think of it this way. Even though
you have a cameraman (or maybeyou are
the cameraman), there are many viewers
in your area who make super 8 movies.
Not just home movies, but good solid
footage of much that goes on in your
community.

For instance, with the help of a few
local sports
buffs, you can
broadcast high
school and
college sports
highlights, the
little league
play-offs, even
the results of

can shoot and show your own super 8
sound commercials easily and very
economically.

When you're ready to put your film
on the air, we have one more suggestion.
The Kodak Supermatic film videoplayer.
Priced at less than $ 1,400, the video-
player gets you directly on system with
any piece of black-and-white or color
super 8 film by converting the pictures to
a standard electronic video signal. The
videoplayer automatically threads the film
( in reel or cassette) and gives you the
option of 18- or 24-frames per second
with sound, and still-frame.

If you'd like to know more about the
Supermatic videoplayer and super 8
applications, just clip the coupon and
mail it to us. When you see what we have
to offer, your
format and
your ratings
mayneverbe
the same.

I

Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. 640
Rochester, New York 14650
Please send me more information on the Kodak
Supermatic fi lm videoplayer.

the senior citizens' checker championship
(you'll get 3 generations of relatives
tuning in for that one).

Besides professionally produced
super 8 feature films, you can show local
talent, too. Promote your own film
festival with a prizefor the winners. When
it comes to generating revenue, you

@
Station-

Add

City

Pr ice  is  sub jec t  to  change w i thout  no t ice .

J
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Why be somebody's guinea pig? Why put
in a system that hasn' t  been completely
de-bugged? Or  ins ta l l  gear  tha t ' s  h igh  in
promises  bu t  innocent  o f  any  f ie ld
exper ience? Let some other guy operate a
test- lab system. Whi le you go with the system
that's proved itself for years in day-after-day
operat ion.  AML by Theta-Com.

8FPiOe -

$fJ

Only Theta-Com AtilL is 3rd gcnclation.
ilorc than 100 rystcms fiippcd.
Theta-Com AML systems account for 99% of
al l  microwave Local Distr ibut ion Service (LDS)
equipment current ly in CATV use (U.S. and
Canada) .  ln  fac t ,  AML is  the  on ly  operab le
microwave system FCC-accepted for LDS
app l ica t ions .

More reasons to go AML:
AML receivers can be outdoor mounted. /  No
modu la to rs  o r  demodu la to rs  needed.  /  41
channe ls .  /  S ing le -po la r iza t ion  an tenna ( ra ther
than dua l ) .  /  No add i t iona l  phase lock  cos ts .  /
Highest qual i ty service. /  Unexcel led del ivery
record.

When i t 's your money (and your reputat ion) at
stake, don' t  be a guinea pig. Choose AML by
Theta-Com.

TH€TA-COM-
A Subs id ia ry  o f  HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
P.O. Box 9728/Phoenix, Arizona 85068
Contact your nearest Theta-Com sales representative,
Or cal l  us in Phoenix, tol l- free at 800-528-6048.
In  Canada,  AML equ ipment  i s  d is ' t r ibu ied  to  the
CATV industry by Welsh Communications Company.

I
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A NEW HIGH IN CATV
PRE-AMP PERFORMANCE !

There are many preamplifiers on the CATV
market; but very few have been 'created'

specif ical ly lor CATV. The 0-BtT SX-0500 is
an exceotion.

A preamp for CATV tower service must be
something special.  Low noise and low signal
distort ion are only lwo of the requirements.
l l  must be rugged, rel iable and able to take
what nature has to dish out. And i l  i t  does
fai l ,  i t  must be easi ly serviced. The 0-BlT
SX-0500 preamps have been designed to
meet these objectives. Send for complete
l i terature / specs and see what we mean!

O-BIT  CORPORATION
P. O. Box 2208 Melbourne, Fl.  32901
(3051 727-1838

SINGLE CHANNEL SX.()S(l(t
No ise  F igure ,  2 .0  dB typ
Gain ,  30  dB min
b/w (0 .3  dB) ,  6  MHz
8 lransislors, el l ipt ical f i l ters
Price-$1 39.50

ER()ADBAND SX.()5(l6
Noise Figure, 3.5 dB typ
Gain ,  22  dB min
b / w ,  5 4 - 2 1 6  M H z
Ripp le ,  +  / -  0 .5  dB
Price-$95.50

WE HAVE YOUR TuMBER!
CATJ has recently completed an exhaustive hand check of all CATJ subscribers vs. all known USA and
Canadian CATV systems. We have now identified who you are. Forthe record, there are 'lg out of every
100 CATV systems ( i .e. 19%) who do not subscribe to CATJ.
S0 NOW WE KN0W who you are. And we are zeroing
in on non-subscribing systems because you are
spoi l ing our record!

S0 HERE lS 0UR NUMBER to you. $7.50. That 's seven dol lars and f i f ty cents. That is what you save by
taking advantage 0f 0ur special NEW-subscript ion-to-CATJ-offer before December 15, 1975. Ful l  detai lS
0n reverse side.
Y0U 0UALIFY for this special ol fer i f  the address
label on the rear cover 0f this issue of CATJ has"XXXX" printed across the t00 of the label. That
means your system is NOT presently a CATJ sub-
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ll you'rethinking about
geltingintopaycabl er
talk to Pro Com. (wete arready rhere.l

Pro Com is the only manufacturer whose major emphasis
is on electronic hardware for the pay cable industry.
So we have to know what we're doing. Pro Com has the
electronics to solve pay cable problems you may not
even be aware of yet.  Ar.e you going to trap non
subscribers or de-scramble for those who want pay?
A l i t t le  s imp le  a r i thmet r ic  shou ld  show you tha t
trapping is the less expengive of the two. You owe i t  to
yourself  to look at Pro Com's Notch and Band
El im ina t ion  F i l te rs  be fore  you make a  cho ice .  Even i f
you convert  to a mid-band channel you st i l l  need the
securi ty Pro Com Fi l ters provide. Have you considered
offer ing only pay cable to non subscribers in your

system? You ought to.  l t  can be a nice source of
add i t iona l  revenue.  l f  you  do ,  you ' l l  want  Pro  Com
Band Pass Fi l ters.  Pro Com even has a P.G. Key for
parents who are concerned about their  chi ldren having
free access to R rated mater ial  on pay. And that 's
no t  a l l .  Th is  fa l l ,  Pro  Com is  in t roduc ing  i t s  b rand new"addressab le  tap . "  So,  i f  you ' re  th ink ing  o f  mov ing
into pay cable, let  Pro Com show you around.
See us  a t  D isney land,  Booth  #  66 ,  Anahe im,  Ca l i fo rn ia

P R O . C O M  E L E C T R O \ ]  I C S ,  I N C .
182  N .  Ham i l t on  S t ree t ,  Poughkeeps ie ,  N .Y .  12601  { . 9141  471 -3750

"See us in Disneyland Booth No. 66 Anaheim, Ca."
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sol id-stote sweep f  or  your  system
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more. Well, thot wos be{ore Wove-
tek in t roduced the Model  1051,  o
r r : ooed  so l  i d . s i r r i e  i ns t rumen t  t ho t
e a r / c r q  l h e  f  . c o r  r o n . \ /  r d n d a  n {  I  t a

400  MHz .
I t  wos developed so thot  every

CATV system could o l lord o h igh-
a r r a l i l . r  e 1 ^ r 6 a n a r

The 1051 g ives you F connec-

tors, o built- in detector, 75-ohm
output  system col ibroted in  dBmV,
provisions {or six crystol morkers
o n d  n r o t e e i i o n  a o a i r 5 l  o c c i d e n t o l
h t t r n o t t l  t h r n r r a h  t h c  r l g g  9 [  p Q

h l o c k s  S n r r r i o r r s  s i c n c r l s  o r e  3 0  d B
h e l o w  o r r i n r r l  R F  o r r t r t u t  f l o t n e s s  i s
0.25  dB .
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pounds. So coll collect {or o dem-

onstrotion. We'11 bet onything thot
you' l l  order  of  leost  one when you
lind out more obout it \I/AVETEK
I -A i ^ - ^  T - ^^ , ^ ^ . ^ r ^ . r ,  P  o  Box  l g0 ,
66 North First Avenue, Beech Grove,
Indiono 46 I 07, Phone (317 ) 783-3221
TWX 810 34r-3226.
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JUSTHOWBAD
(really)

IS THE PAYTV
.LANGUAGE LEAKAGE' PROBLEM?

Language Leakage

The September issue of. CATJ, in our CATA-
torial department, discussed some of the prob-
lems this industry faces relative to pay cable sig-
nal trapping systems. The CATA-torial noted
that one of the primary techniques for blocking a
pay-cable channel from a subscriber not wishing
to take the service is through the installation of
a single-channel trapping device on the customer
drop.

Our concern, as expressed in the September
issue, was that the current level of "trapping

technology" concentrates on the installation of a
suck-out signal trap, whieh eliminates (or attenu-
ates) selectiuely the visual carrier (picture) sig-
nal on the pay channel; but which, by design,
does nol remove the aural (audio) for that chan-
nel.

There are situations, most will admit, where
the thruleakage of pay cable audio (especially
that found in some R-rated movies) may create
some uncomfortable moments for the cable sys-
tem operator. If the language is offensive, and
the non-pay-home finds it offensive, there are
bound to be complnints. The subscriber may in
truth be more offended than incensed, offended
because his own personal sense of moral values
is violated by R-rated-movie language which his
youngsters, wife, or he himself "stumbles across"
as the channel-selector switch is run through the
cable channels.

Let's review the technical aspects of the prob
Iem briefly.

Broadband Vs. Sel.ectiue

From the very earliest days of CATV, our
whole bag of tricks has been based upon our
ability to deliver a multiplicity of signals over a
single piece of coaxial cable. This is correctly
tabbed the "broadband concept." As everyone in
CATV is well aware, once our signals exit our
headend (origination point) all signals entered in-
to the system at the headend are frequency-di-
verse but combined together on the single trans-
mission medium, the coaxial cable.
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Therefore, unlike a telephone system or other
communications system where each "signal" has
its own discrete transmission wire or cable, the
CATV system has no quick-and-easy (read inex-
pensive) way to totally eliminate just one (or
more, but less than all) of the signals on the sys-
lem.

The problem this creates for the pay-cable en-
trepreneur is considerable. Pay cable operates
on a single channel, typically. That channel is of
value only when the cable/pay entrepreneur can
control who receives that channel. Which is an-
other way of saying that homes that take the
service (and agree to pay for it) will receiue the
service; those who do not desire the service ulli
not receive it.

The problem is sort of backwards, because the
pay-channel service is introduced into the system
at the headend and it goes toward cll of the
homes. Euerg home would get the service, auto-
mati.cally, unless some special steps are taken to
see that certain homes do not reeeive it. It is not
like an optional extra where the service is added
to the basic service for those homes that desire
it; rather, it is more like the fabled negative op-
tion where a home has to not uant the service
before it does NOT get the service.

The expense for the operator therefore relates
inuerselg to the homes who take the service.
They get it, at no additional expense to the oper-
ator. The homes who do NOT want the service
.. . they are the ones which cost the operator
money.

Back to the broadband portion of the problem.
Everything in the cable-system distribution plant
is designed to pass the whole cable spectrum.
That may be 54-88 MHz (low band), 54-216 MHz
(standard 12 channels plus midband), or it may
be one of the many superband configurations
that conceivably can extend all the way from 50
to 300 MHz. Isolating one single channel, or car-
rier, and taking it out, is not only not easy, it is
not cheap. Not if you do it rtght.

So here we are at the drop into the home. Off
of the distribution cable plying the streets and
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alleyways and easements, we tap out signal and
head for the house. Only before we get to the
customer's receiver, we are asking ourselves to
selectively take out one of the channek that has
made the trip through miles of cable, amplifiers,
splitters, and what-all.

Enter the second problem. The pay-TV chan-
nel is not just a singl,e frequency; it is a multi-
tude of. frequencies. If you count discrete carri-
ers and the color subcarrier, there are three in
all. One each for the picture, the color, and the
sound. Now everyone in cable knows that elec-
tronic magicians carry around a magic box called
a "trap." Which is a device that sucks out (or
traps) one carrier at a time. And if the magician
installs his trap on the picture carrier of the pay
TV channel, he can sel.ectiuelE wipe out that sig-
nal at that customer's home. Only what happens
to the sound? It is not trapped out, and it there-
fore continues into the customer's receiver.

A lack of hard data on how traps work, or per-
haps just a misunderstanding on the part of ca-
ble people on how they work is part of the prob-
lem. We'll look hard at how traps work or
might be made to work shortly. For now, let's
dispel a few myths about traps.
(l) Traps Take Out a Channel-Wrong. Traps

take out a single carrier or signal. A chan-
nel consists of. three separate signals, two of
which are critical if you wish to completely
eliminate all of the information (program
content) on that channel.

(2) Traps Are Verg Selectiue-Wrong again.
Traps can be selective, but CATV traps are
not. Selectiuitu costs rnoneA. It costs so
much money that it would" cost more to
trap out a signal at a home with a truly sel-
ective trap than it would to giue the home a
converter.

(3) Traps Are Verg Broad-Again, wrong.
Traps are not very selective, nor are they
uery broad. They are in between very eith-
er. Which means that a trap that is de-
signed to wipe out one signal (carrier) does
not automatically wipe out another signal
(carrier) although it may degrade a second
signal (carrier) in the process of wiping out
the first one. There is a difference beLween
wiping out and degrading.

(4) Traps Are Unconditionally Stabl.e-Wrong
again buffalo breath. Unconditionally stable
would mean that regardless of the environ-
ment (air tem'perature, humidity, etc.)
which the trap functions in, the original de-
sign frequency for the trap (example-ll
picture) would stay the trapped frequency.
Traps are simply not stable, and changes in
the environmenl are a real problcm.

(5) Traps Are Easily Defeated-This one is a
true statement. Traps are inserted into the
drop line, typically at the directional tap on
the distiibution cable. They are a discrete
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piece of hardware, in their own miniature
container. They insert in series between the
distribution line and the customer's receiv-
er. To defeat them, simply take them out oJ
the l;ine.
Traps Are Cheap-Prices have come down
dramatically in the past year..Prices under
$3.00 are either with us or will be shortly,
per customer trapping unit. But-and this is
a big but-you get what you pay for. A trap
is not unlike any other electronic device.
Better traps cost more money than not-so-
better traps. A so-so trap may (we said
magl trap the picture carrier you want
trapped, but it also may:
(Al Trap it only a minimum amount (i.e.

not enough to totally wipe out that
picture at the eustomer's set-just
make it snowy);

(B) Wander around in frequency, as the
environment changes (i.e. trap the de-
sired picture carrier one day, and
then after an abrupt weather change,
trap the lower adjacent sound carrier
the next day!);

(C) Trap not only the desired (to-be-trap-
ped) picture carrier, but olso degrade
(if not outright trap) the lower adja-
cent sound in the process (i.e. thzs
trap is foo broad).

Traps Are Erpensit-'e-Just what is expen-
sive (cheap)? If you get $8.50 per month
for your pay TV channel(s), and you spend
$4.00 for a trap to see that a home does
NOT get the service unless they agree to
pay you an extra $8.50, is that $4.00 really
expensive? Or is it much more erpensiue to
buy such a cheap trap that the non-subscrib-
ing home neaer does pay yoz $8.50 per
month because the trap does such a lousy
job that the home gets an "acceptable" pic-
ture on the pay-cable channel anyhow, with-
out paging you for it? (I.e., which is more
expensive, $4.00 or even $10.00 for a really
good trap, or losing $8.50 for 12/24/36
months???)

Traps are Transitorg-This argument sug-
gests that the industry's use of trapping de-
vices for pay-TV channels is only tempor-
ary; that sooner or later as pay TV grows,
all homes will end up with descrambler de-
vices (i.e. the headend will content-scramble
the pay TV signal; a descrambler,/converter
in the home will display the signal unscram-
bled). This may be true, but if it is, there
are going to be hundreds of thousands.. .
perhaps millions of discrete carrier traps
sold and installed in CATV in the interim.
Traps are here today, at a price the system
can afford. Descramblers. . . well, you have
seen them at trade shows, but at the pres-
ent time that does not seem to be the direc-

(6 )

(7)

(8)
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tion the industry is going.

Scope Of Trapping

_ .Let's set up a typical trapping situation. See
Diagram 1. Here we have channel 11 (it could be
D, K, or whatever) as the pay cable channel.
Anything.on this channel is fbr-an extra charge
per month per home. Now on the two immedi
ately adjacent channels (10 and 12 in our exam-
ple), we have non-pay programming. Just to
make things extra-tough, let's sugges[ that both
are--network signals with lots of general-cable-
audience^ appell, In_ other words, if you mess up
either 10 or 12 in the process of trapping out 1i
at the non-pay-subseriber's home, gou- hiue prob-
l,ems.

DTAGRAM 1
In the present situation, the pay-TV trap is in-

stalled on the drop line, and it wipes out channel
11 picture. Here is what is critical in this situa-
tion:

(1) If the trap on 11 picture is slighily rzzs-
tuned, on the low frequency side, channel t0
audio is degraded (weakened). It results in
complaints at that home about the quaktg of
sound on 10. If the trap is seueiety inis-
tuned, the subscriber in the home mav even
lose some or all of his color on 10. So a
properlg tuned trap is important.

(2) If the trap on 11 picture ii too broad, (i.e. it
does not have steep attenuation ,,skirts"), it
Tay -be properly centered on 11 picture, but
it also degrades somewhat channel 10
sound. Retuning the trap is not the answer.
Replacing the trap may not be the answer,
if it turns out that the design parameters of.
the trap are incorrect; becaus6 if the broad-
ness is the result of a design parameter (call
it "goof'), then all of the tiaps of that same
design will ALSO be too brood,.

(3) Regardless of the trap's parameters, tuning,
etc., the carrier it is designed to trap is 11
picture. Nothing (or very little) is done with

(4)

(5)

11 audio. In our example, it rides through to
the receiver essentially unimpaired.
If the trap is set down in the middle of the
channel (i.e. halfway between 11 picture and
11 sound), either by design, mistuning or by
environmental chahge, ieither ttre if pic-
ture or sound is degraded very far. The pic-
ture gets messed up, but the progra:rn can
still be watched ond listened to.
Finally, if the trap. is reeeptive to changes
in environment to the extent thatatempera-
ture change results in a trappi,ng-frequency
chonge, then the whole system becomes un-
stable. If the trap drifts down in frequency
when the temperature changes, the 

-previ-

ously unimpaired channel 10 signal gets zap-
ped. If it drifts up in frequency, the 11 pic-
ture will start to leak through, and perhaps
if the trap drifts far enough upward, the i2
picture will be zapped, probably right along
with the lL sound.

I S T R I B U T I O N  L I N E

Some systems are therefore placing pay chan-
nels in midband and superband, and 

-they 
are

dedicating the immed:inte ad,jacent channels as"buffer zones." That is, use channel C but leave
B and D open so that trap drift, mistuning, etc.
does not injure the reception serviee in ttrat
home for adjacent channel program services. The
concept will work for the 12 standard VHF chan-
nels as well (i.e. use 11 for pay, but leave 10 and
12 unused). However, few-uery /eu-systems
can afford to dedicate three standard VHF chan-
nels for a pay TV channel-plus-buffer-region. The
space'ts simply not auailnble for such poor spec-
trum usage.

Still other variations place the pay channels at
a band edge. For example, put the pay channel
on A and leave B blank as a buffer. The trap on
A can drift doum bel.ow A, but in doing so it
drifts into a cable-unused piece of spectrum any-
how (no TV channels there). One where there is
no adjaeent channel .to ruin in the first place. B
becomes the buffer, but it is only a singl-e buffer
channel to give away for pay.

Even more-daring operators use A and leave B
on the system, on the theory that traps on the _4
picture carri,er have a very long way to drift be-
fore they get to the B picture carier (admitted-
ly, traps are usually not that unstable).

All of these "solutions" address themselves to
the pay-TV trap ruining, getting into or degrad-
ing the non-pay adjacent channels. They do not
address themselves to the more obvious prob-
lem: language Le.akage.

In the September CATJ CATA-torial, we
raised the moral questions that are sure to re-
sult from leaky language. Blue movies are bound
to offend somebodg sometime. And sooner or la-
ter, somebody is going to (1) complain to your
system, (2) complain to the city council, (3) com-
plain to the FCC, and/or (4) complain to their
local chureh. And not necessarily in that order.

r0A f
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So being concerned about the language on blue
movies is not merely a moral flag we are carry-
ing; it is a simple concern that if blue-movie lan-
guage offends ongbodg at onytime. the whole
pay cable program at your cable system nxaA
utell be .ieopardized. It is something that you
should give some thought to, today. A good de-
fense is important, before you get hit with a
problem.

So what can an operator do? He doesn't manu-
facture the traps himself. He knows, he says,
that he cannot afford a scrambler/descrambler
system. He is at the mercy of the trap manufac-
turers.

But are you, reallgT Aren't you pushing the
trap manufacturers to (1) bring down his trap
price, and (2) speed up trap delivery? You are,
and gou knou.t it. And you are getting exactly
what you should get in a situation like this. You
are getting traps that are based upon more and
more mass production techniques, traps that are
less critical to tune (i.e. align at the factory) sim-
ply because they ore less efficient and selective.
In short, as the price comes down, so does the
quality. The trap you are considering for $2.50
each today may be similar to the trap that cost
$8.50 last year. But it may not be the same 'id,en-

tical trap. You may be buying headaches, heart-
aches, and pocketbook aches.

The trap manufacturers (there are four or five
prominent ones at the present time) are anxious
to sell gou their products. Most are behind in de-
Iivery, and many users C17V talked to said that
some of the traps they are receiving are running
as high as 500/o reject-rate. Thank goodness most
people are checking the traps before they hand
them to an installer and turn him loose on a com-
munity! Wholesale installation of traps on all
non-pay-cable homes.. . t raps that are on the
wrong channel, or are mistuned, can and will
create a barrage of service calls such as you
have not seen since your NBC affiliate lost its
video feed during last year's World Series!

So slou down, consider what you are reallg
doing, and pay some attention to people who
have already been down this road.

Kill The Vid.eo / Garble The Audin

In discussing these problems with some de-
signers and suppliers of pay-TV traps, we devel-
oped a number of interesting concepts. Glyn
Bostick of. Microuaue Filter Compang (E. Syra-
cuse, New York) in particular had a number of
what he terms "incubating thoughts." Or ideas
which if properly explored can lead to some solu-
tions to these problems.

Glyn thinks like any other first-rate engineer.
But he also thinks like a top-rate businessman.
For example, Glyn offered"Let's ena:rn'ine the thesis that creates the con-
ditions Leading to the need for the improued fom-
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i,ly of single channel traps. The probl.em is wi,th
Leakg lnnguage on blue mouies.
A) A sound trap mag be or is required if the

l,anguage is objecti.onabl,e to parents of uery
Aoung child,ren;

B) Not all parents of uerg Aoung child,ren uill
object orally (i.e. complain) or disconnect
from the regulnr cablp serui,ce as d result of
the blue-mouie lnnguage ;

C) Not all homes haue young child.ren;
D) Reasonablc., child,less puritans will be self-

satisficd to simply switch off the 'dirty

channel';
This indi.cates that there mag be analtematiue

to going into a u,thol,esal.e trap-efficicncA-hn-
prouement progrffin. Perhaps those peopl,e who
complnin, for uhateuer reason, can be treated as
specinl cases. Perhaps they con haue ttao traps;
one for the pag channel picture and one for the
pay channel sound. In other words, cont'inue
with the present famil.a of traps for the auerage
fo,milg, the one that does not find itself tuning in
the pay chonnel movtes 'by mistake' and being
offended. That uill be the standard trap the in-
dustrg now receiues, or ds euolues through
change and technol,ogg; one that is designed to
rness up the picture only.

Then make auailnble /or 
'offended families' o

second approach to trapping. Install for them a
form of doubl,e trap that kicks out both the pag
TV picture and the pag TV soulnd."

Of course the eost for the more extensive trap-
ping must be borne by someone. Probably that
someone is gou. The economics of selectiuely
trapping the sound (i.e. selectiuelg meaning do-
ing it where the need arises, not at every trap-
ped home) could and should greatly reduce the
additional expense involved for the operator.

Of eourse the CATV system is not totally obli-
gated to pay for the extra trap; he could make
some sound (pardon the pun) arguments for ask-
ing the complnini.ng uieuer to pay the cost of the
sound trap. If the expense of the trap plus instal-
lation is nominal (i.e. under $15 installed), he
might get away with it. He olso might get the
drop cable serving the normal CATV service to
the home inserted into his posterior. Each sys-
tem will have the decision to make.

Merttioning the possibility of two traps sug-
gests that there is an alternate solution to the
problem. In actuality, there are several. But to
the best of our knowledge here at CATJ, nobody
in the trap business is actively pursuing them at
the present time. Or at least if they are general-
ly available, there is not much talk about them.

(ll Garbl.ed Sound-Many people do not realize
it, but if you kill the picture completely enough,
the sound will garbage up and go away qlso.
This is based upon the principle that most tele-
vision receivers employ something called "an in-
tercanier approach." Which means that the re-
production of sound (out of the receiver speaker)
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depends upon the presence in the receiuer of a
picture carrier. In other words, sound is inter-re-
iated to the presence of a picture signal.

The magic number appears to be between 45
and 50 dB. That is, if you can knock the picture
carrier down 45150 dB, you will probably take
the audio out also.

Is this a good system? Well, the answer seems
to be that in theory the system should work. In
practice, we have tuso new problems. The first is
some channel traps currently available are not
notching down 50 dB. That is some trap; more than
some of the industry has today.

In real numbers, typically available traps talk
about 40 dB average notch depth on the design
frequency. A 50 dB down notch is quite another
animal. Not impossible. Not difficult. Not even
that much more expensive. Just another order of
magnitude up the ladder.

The Tulsa, Oklahoma system is an example of
a system that is entering pay cable with the gar-
bled sound approach. Located in the so-called
Bible Belt, the Tulsa system is keenly aware
that it may be in for real customer pressures
when nasty language comes out of the speaker.
So Dan Pike for Tulsa Cable TV wants the man-
ufacturers to bring him a 45 dB spec (i.e. 45 dB
down minimuml trap. This will go on his channel
A pay cable channel, where he has no Iower ad-
iacent channel to be concerned about. Then
Tulsa Cable will offer the standard (45 dB down
minimum) trap for all non-pay-homes; and, as
Glyn Bostick suggests, hand select or minimum-
quantity -order sharper traps for the home that
insists that all signs of the sound are gone.

Pike told CATJ, "We ran tests on one of the
more sensitive receivers we could find, a top-of-
the-line Sony. Our input levels were over *10
dBmV. With 45 dB down on the visual carrier
frequency, the sound was badly garbled. You
could still pick out the language if you tried real
hard, but a person would have to want to learn
those words awfully bad to want to sit and listen to
that noise buried audio!"

Pike found several trap sources that said. they
can meet the Tulsa minus 45 dB spec; and as
this report is prepared, Tulsa is making a deci-
sion on which packaging configuration (and
therefore, supplier) they will select.

So much for the first problem, that of finding
traps with 50 dB or so picture carrier rejection.
What is the second problem?

Stability.
A trap becomes more sensitive to environmen-

tal changes as the depth of the notch increases.
See Diagram 3. A trap with a 30 dB noteh has a
3 dB bandwidth (in our ero,mplel of +/- 300
KHz (at the bottom of the notch). A trap with a
50 dB notch has a 3 dB bandwidth of just */-
150 KHz (again, this is an erompl,e). In short, as
the notch gets deeper, the sel.ectiuity of. the trap
goes up. The 3 dB measurement points get clos-
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DIAGRAM 3

er together.
To put it another way, the trap can drift 300

KHz in the 30 dB down notch trap and only
change the amount of attenuation on the notch-
desired carrier 3 dB. But in the 50 dB down
notch trap, if the trap drifts 300 KHz, the atten-
uation of the notch-desired earrier will move ap-
proximately 10 dB. That is the second problem.

In the first trap, an environmental change
causing a 300 KHz drift in the notch changes the
spec from 30 dB down to 27 dB down. In the
second trap the same environmental tempera-
ture change results in a change from 50 dB down
to 40 dB down. Oops. . . there goes the integrity
of the sound garbling. The picture still looks
lousy at 40 dB down, but now the sound is up
high enough that it can be understood.

The answer. . . is greater trap-design stability,
with environment changes. That answer... may
cost you additional money; because trap stability
is a function of the way the trap is designed, the
type of capacitors used for LC circuits and the
way the housing for the device transmits envi-
ronmental temperature changes to the compo-
nents inside of the housing. It is not a no-solu-
tion problem. It is a cost-effective problem. Pay
for a stability-proven trap; you will get a stabili-
ty-proven trap. But not for $3 a pop.

Other Approaches To Problnm

GIyn Bostick advises us that if the industry is
willing to pay the bucks, there is technology
around which is already developed; CATV users
have to merely be willing to pay for more-sophis-
ticated devices.

One is the wide-notch-trap (to include picture

Ir
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and sound carriers). It works as shown in Dia-
gram 4. This requires a 9-pole reject filter, which
as Glyn points out would fall in the $Bb each in
mass production quantities arena. Note that the
Iower adiacent sound and the upper adjacent pic-
ture carriers are at the 3 dB falloff points on fhis
type of device, although the desired channel sig-
nals are down 50 dB.

and D). With units such as headend processors,
where total production for the lifetime of the de-
sign may number into the low thousands, the R
and D charge per unit is considerable. With most
passive devices, where R and D time is mea-
sured typically in man-uteeks, the R and D cost
per unit is low. The whole premise is volume,
hundreds of thousands and millions of identical
cookie-cutter units.
- So as soon as you say "OK, I' l l buy b,000 of

those traps, but take the attenuation fiom 40 dB
spec to 45 dB spec," gou haue just created a neu.t
product. If enough people say this, at about the
same time, then you and all of the Tulsas of the
eountry may have just created a new product at
something _approximating the old product (spec)
price. We hope you get the message!

SPEC-MAN SHIP
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ADJACENT SOUNO
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DIAGRAM 4
Then there is the two-notch-trap: essentinlly

two separate traps housed in a singl,e containei.
One of these gets after the pay cable picture car-
rier frequency, and the second goes after the
pay cable sound carrier frequency. Again, the B
dB points for the two traps fall on the two adja-
cent carriers while the maximum attenuation-is
in the same range as typical present-day picture-
carrier-only traps, or down 40 dn spec.

This device, shown graphically in Diagram b,
would fall in the 910 range per unit, if rnass pro-
duced.

The nature of the trap is that it attenuates the
carrier it is designed to attenuate. As explained,
this is a depth-of-notch and width-of-notch (g dB
points) and stability set of problcms.

These are all specifications which a system can
determine on its own. In fact many (read most)
advise they are routinely checking the shipments
flom !r.ap suppliers anyhow. This is a mifed bag
of making sure the products meet the specs (foi
quite some time a very high percentage- did not,
according to industry user sources), and, it al-
Iows the CATV system to "grade" the traps. For
example, as Dan Pike hopes to do in Tuisa, by
checking specs he hopes to find a high enougir
percentage of graded units that meet the 50 dB
(or better) number to allow him to stockpile
those ertra-good units for the tough customer
that wants euerA bit of audio deleted from the
ehannel. If not, as he notes, "we will go into a
supplier with a small-quantity order of extra-
good devices with a 50 dB or better spec and
pay a premium for extra-high reject unils."

Systems that are not willing 
- 
to check each

unit, or are not equipped to do so, are at the
mercy of the integrity of the supplier and the
19gyr-ac_y of the supplier's quality-Control system.
Which leads to the battle for spec-man-ship. Ev-
ery -supplier is in business to convince you his
product is the one you should buy. One way to
d.o this is to promise a better-quality product
than the competition. And one way to promise is
to write out a set of specs which are, on paper,
superior to those of a eompetitor.

That is the art of spec-man-ship.
The industry is presently looking for united

w-ayp of settling spec-man-ship arguments. One
of these is for the industry to- pulftogether and
employ the o]tside services of a respected group
such as the Denver Research Institute to Jvald-
ate all of the (for example) traps currenily of-
fered to the market. Then the sponsoring op-erat-

U P P E R
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DIAGRAM 5

The keg to either of these units is mass pro-
duction. Don't expect to call any trap supplier
and offer him $35 for a 9-pole reject devicb or
$10 for a dual-trap in a single can device and
have him accept your order for ten units. That is
simply not in the cards.

The trap business is a part of the general fam-
ily of passive business. The passive business tra-
ditionally has been a high-volume, identical-de-
vice business for years and years. It operates on
a slimmer profit margin than active CATV elec-
tronics. Active electronic pieees often have sev-
eral man-geors of R and D in them. That trans-
lates into higher per-unit costs (to pay for that R
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ing (system) firms would share in not only the
expense of the tests but also in the results.
Seemingly, this type of approach will help cull
out some of the trap suppliers who have been
hu_r_rng problems meeting their published specs.

However, the other side of the coin is that anv
manufacturer knows how to make a small per-
centage of his own units always meet spec. Just
as a CATV system can grade units reieived, a
manufaeturer can grade units shipped. There-
fore, units hand-selected for transmittal to an
outside evaluation house run the risk of being
something less than typical representations oT
what the system operator is liable to receive in
his 1,000-lot order. People are not always dis-
honest, but sometimes they fudge a little. 

-Every-

one has their own set of inherent biases!

Wat Are You Doing?

. The pay-cable rainbow looks much brighter
this year than it did just one year ago. ThJre is
for the first time some improvemenfin the soft-
ware (programming) end of the business, thanks
largely to the HBO package and others like it.

But the rainbow will only be as bright as our
ability as field personnel to solve the new techni-
cal problems which pay cable presents. In that
regard, if you have encountered a set of prob-
lems and have solved them, why not sit down
and tell CATJ about it. We feel sure that others
will benefit from your experience.

HOWMUCHMONEY
WILL THE'LEAKAGE' PROBLEM

COST TO SOTVE?

In researching our material
for a frank discussion of the
current state-of-the-art of pay
TV traps, we keep coming back
to the sound leakage problem.
We also often end up wonder-
ing just how critical the prob-
lem really is, and whether
there are other alternatives to
traps at all.

Morris Cablevision, New Jer-
sey ,  fo r  example ,  approached
the problem from a different
direction. As George Fenwick
relates "We have a virtuallv
fully loaded 30 channel system
operating here. Naturally this
means every home has a con-
verter going in. Thep when we
added premium or pay service,
we placed the new service(s) in
the upper end of superband
(channel W for example). Our
standard 30 channel converters
don't cover this channel, so na-
turally when a home opts for
pay service in addition to regu-
lar service, we have to install
the 35 channel converter. This
just about gets us out of the
trap business, because the only
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homes that end up with the
pay service are those homes
ordering it, and getting 35
channel converters. This re-
duces our problem to bars and
other  commerc ia l  es tab l i sh-
m e n t s . . . . "

The "commercial establish-
ment" problem is worthy of
some explanation. Most pre-
mium service (films, sporting
events, etc.) contracts specifv
that the CATV system shall not
offer or make available the pre-
mium service in public places.
That includes bafs, club's. and
the like. So where CATV svs-
tems must be on guard is
where a bar or club owner,
aware of how the 30-35 channel

bA,
GlEn Bostick
Microutaue Filter
6743 Kinne Street
E. Syracuse, Neta
13057
and

Company

York

Bob Cooper, Jr.
Editor-in-Chipf, CATJ

system option works, merely
picks up a 35 converter else-
where (or from his own home),
brings it into his commercial
establishment and connects it
up in place of his 30 channel
job. As Fenwick points out "we

simply go in and install a trap
device for the pay channel on
all of our commercial (bar, etc.)
drops just to prevent the possi-
bikty that some enterprising
commercial establishment oper-
ator would try to beat the sys-
tem". What is at stake of
course is the possibility that
the CATV operator might lose
his licensing agreement with
the premium program supplier
if it were found that the pre-
mium services were getting in-
to commercial establishments.
Such is the way most present
premium program supply con-
tracts are drafted, and it is zp
to the CATV operator to en-
force the clause.

Not everyone has the 30 or
35 channel option Fenwick has
at Morris Cablevision. In fact.
most systems were not planned

:
l i
l i
I t
l l

L
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ping is required. Let us ex-
plore the problem, with the
help of some graphics and

quencA d:ifference between the
trapped PIX carrier and the
Iower, adjacent sound (SND).

then the pay TV channel selec-
tion vs. trap selection becomes
more manageable. See Appen-
dix.

Longuage Trapping Methods

The present level of techno-
logy for curing the Language
Leakage problem is rudimen-
tary at best. We still have a
long ways to go before we ar-
rive at a totally satisfactory
solution to this problem. It
might be well, however, to
adopt going in a neu) pay TV
channel for the pay services
where the audio solution can
be dealt with most easily;
when the low-cost solution fi-
nally does appear.

There are two promising so-
Iutions on the horizon at this
time. One is double trapping,
while the second is wide-band
trapping. Let's look at what
each has to offer separately.

Doublc, Trapping: By defini-
tion, you place two separate
traps into the circuit, one
tuned to the sound carrier and
one tuned to the picture car-
rier of the pay channel.
We will find, in general, that

audio trapping (without injuring
the immediately upper adjacent
PIX carrier) is more difficult to
do than PIX trapping (without
harming the immediately lower
adjacent SND carrier). We can
stand less attenuation on the up-
per PIX and, hence, the audio
trap BW must be smaller.

Or specifically, the percen-
B W

tage BW:; ; ; ; - . must

be smaller. Let's define BW as
twice the frequency difference
between trapped audio and zp-
per PIX (in the case of 4, 6 and
13, as between trapped audio
and, Louter audio).

Note that except for channels
4 and 6. the o/o BW is about the
same as for PIX trapping.
Hence audio trapping will be ot
lpast as difficult (and costly) as
PIX trapping. But, remember
that BW for audio trapping
must be somewhat smaller than
these numbers because the up-

0

I
I
I
Y

d B

DIAGRAM I
that well to begin with, so Suppose for diseussion we
some form of wholesale trap- define BW as twtce the fre-

mathematics supplied by Mi- In the case of channels 2, b, and ?,
crowave Filter's Glyn Bostick. we use the upper adjacent pIX

carrier (3 for 2, 8 for 7) as the
n@ adjacent carrier of concern. We

find that:

Diagram 1 defines two im- channer Fprx BW F+#-'� choice
portant characteristics of sim- ^
bt" resonators, suclr as u"" i Zi.iZ 

'3 '\;1 First
found in the basic PIX trap. i at.zs 3 4.e

Bandtuith (BW)-The design- 5 77.25 11 14.2 second
er wants this to be small. to 6 83.2s 3 3.6
protect the lower adjacent ,. '1 133:31., 

t3,., 
?:3,., 

rhird
sound car r ie r .  In  o ther
words, notch or trap band- 

* (Averase of channels 8-1 3)

width is a selectivity func- Channel 2 is therefore the
tion, and the desired cnd re- most d,esireabl,e pay TV chan_
sult is a_t_r_ap- that .takes out nel, from the vantage point of
the pay TV channel PIX and fiap d,esign us. trafi ifectiue-leaves the lower adjacent ,rrrr. D"Jp notches' are possi_
sound carrier untouched. ble and certain other advan_
NOTCH ATTENUATIOII tages are apparent. For exam_
(,AM-The designer wants nlJ:
ll l._ to be lnrge,. to kill.the 

'1) 
Better pIX blanking

PIX carrier and to hopefully Zi protection from tempera_
{ggra.de the alral on the pay ture drift (*)
TV ehannel in the process, B) Greater probability of
through intercarrier set re- scrambling SND
response. q Wider bandwidth circuitry
These two characteristics, at is less critical to build, re_

least in -passiue circuits, are sulting in lower per (trap)
controlled by: unit p"rice.

*-Note that deep notches
AN = K $ " (sates votume of box) get wider as ihey get

FPix Ieeper.
The sales volume is fixed by Therefore, in our example,

the (CATV) user demand. A immediate adjacent channels
narrow bandwidth (o/o) and a (2-4, 5-6, 7-13) have special
large notch attenuation (AN) problems primarily because of
are in opposition. That is, as the adjacent chonnel situatinn.
long as the volume remains If the CATV system is using
quite small, the BW vs. AN mid-band or super-band, and
portion of the equation be- these mid or super band chan-
comes at best, a trade off. nels are not fully occupied,
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per PIX can stand less attenua-
tion than the lower audio.
Therefore, in general, audi,o
traps are more costly.

Channel  F AUDIO BW (MHzl

In Diagram 2 we have an illus-
trative situation where the low-
er adjacent aural and the upper
adjacent sound are down no

% BW Choice

5.0
4.6

1 5 . 3
s . l

1 3 . 6
1 . 5
5.5

First

Second
(Average channels 7-1 2)

DIAGRAM 2
more than 3 dB on the BSF
skirts. For such a filter to be
successful, the BW must be 7.5
MHz. This is arrived at by:

P | X / l o w e r  a u d i o  . .  1 . 5 0  M H z
S t o p b a n d  ( i n  c h a n n e l ) . . .  .  . .  4 . 5 0  M H z
S N D / u p p e r  P I X  . . .  1 . 5 0  M H z

Total  -  7.50 MHz

If the designer chooses a But-
terworth type filter response
(i.e. flat loss, within the pass-
bands on either side of notch, no
de l ibera te ly  des igned- in  r ip -
ples), and we study cost and ef-
fectiveness as we inerease cir-
cuit complexity (i.e. number of
branches in the BSF). we find
that:

50 dB NOTCH BSF (50 dB BW = 4.51

BW (MHzl  (3  dB l

30.6
14.2
1 ' t . 9
8 .5
7 . 6

We have already discounted"
the simple single branch device
(i.e. simple trap), because it has
already been discussed. We are
avoiding even-number-branch
designs because they present
the designer with hard-to-impe-
dance-match  prob lems,  and
much higher manufacture and

tes t ing  cos ts .  The tab le  here
tells us that the cost for a fully
effective PIX/SND trap for a
bracketed channel (i.e. 3, or 8-
12) is 3.50 times the cost of a
simple single branch trap. This
puts it into the $15.00 to $20.00
category very quickly.

However, if we were wihing
to giue up two immediate adja-
cent ehannels at that subscriber
location (i.e. give up 2 and 4 in
bhe process of kill ing 3), then the
5 branch BSF is the most econo-
mical ehoice (125o/o of the cost of
a simple single branch trap). All
of this assumes quantity manu-
facture; don't expect these kind
of cost comparisons with small
quantity orders!

Optimum FrequencA Choice

To have a completely satisfac-
tory solution, technically and ec-
onomically, we must employ the
most economical BSF in a fre-
quency range where loss of two
adjacent channels is of little con-
sequence. We should also select
the lowest feasible operating
frequency to preserve notch
depth (AN). Thzs mag suggest
mid-bond. Diagram 3 is a test
plot of a 5 branch BSF for mid-
band channel A. Note that 50 dB
is easily aehieved on channel A
PIX and SND. By centering the
filter on the PIX carrier. 70 dB
rejection of the PIX carrier is
achieved.

Diagram 4 is a data plot of a
5 branch BSF designed to trap
out tuto contiguous pay chan-

J
I

1 1
3

1 2
J

t z

4

o

I J

E O  7 t

65.75
7 1 . 7 5
81 .75
87.75

194.75
215.75

Now look at channels 4 and 6.
Here the allowed o/o BW is over
tutce that for other channels, so
audio trapping is quite feasible.
Hence, great weight must be
given to these channels when
making the pay channel selec-
tion, against the possibility that
audio traps mag have to be in-
stalled in the future.

Using channels 4 or 6, it is
reasonable to assume that an
audio trap would cost the same
as a PIX trap and that therefore
doubl.e trapping (i.e. two sepa-
rate traps, one for PIX and one
for SND) will be twice the cost
of PIX trapping alone. To hang a
name on it, let's call the added
expense (for the audio trap) the"sound surcharge" (SS).

By employing the "XY" stra-
tegy (see later in article) the SS
can be reduced as low as 250/o of
the cost of a single trap.

Wide-Band Trapping (WBT\:
By definition, use a single
trap device on the pay chan-
nel, with a trap notch which
subtends both Lhe PIX and
SND frequencies of the pay
channel.
This is what is generally

known in the industry as a
Band-Stop Filter (BSF). The
systematic design of such filters
-to ony degree of sharpness
(fall-off slope to protect the adja-
cent channel carriers) is well es-
tablished. See Microwaue Fi,l-
ters, Impedance Netutorks and
Coupl:ing Structures, Matthes,
et al., McGraw Hill. Although it
is perfectly feasible to design a
successful BSF for a bracketed
channel (3 for example, which is
'bracketed'by channels 2 and 4),
the cost is prohibitive. Let's il-
lustrate.

20

Adiacent Channels Cgst BSF (*l

Sacriliced Cost Simple Trap

5
1
o

1 1

4
2
2
2
0

nels: A and B

1 . 1 0
1 . 2 5
1 . 1 5
2.50
3.50

in this case.

Trap Cost & Appkcation

In today's marketplace, trap
prices range from $3.50 per de-
vice to $7.00 per device with the
average dev ice  center ing
around $5.00. And, as in just

It
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DIAGRAM 3
about any other commodity, you
get pretty much what you pay
for. If you merely need nominal
trapping (35 dB) and are not ov-
erly concerned with the rugged-
ness, the less expensive unit will
probably satisfy your needs. On
bhe other hand, if you want a lot
of customized extras (i.e. differ-
en t  connector  a r rangement ,
built-in jumper cable, special
package shape or color, etc.),
best you be prepared for the
higher priced spread. However,
for budgeting purposes, $5.00

seems to be a safe number to
plug into your cash-flow or capi-
tal-investment equations.

Installntinn

Be prepared to check out eve-
ry unit you receive from a sup-
plier. One simple approach is to
employ a signal source at the
PIX carrier frequency (often a
drop into the shop will suffice,
even if you have to add an ampli-
fier)and an SLM. Expect this to
cost you not less than 5o/o of the

"' 
ot)'bneii t 

130 140

basic trap cost. For example:
Test 2OlHour @ $4.50 /hr =
$0.225 each
There are as many stories as

there are practitioners when it
comes to what it should cost you
to actually go into the world and
install the pay trap on non-pay
subscriber drops. Ideally, this
should be adequate:

Install 60/day/man $4.50
/hr = $0.60 each.
This works out to about 12olo

of the basic $5.00 average trap

130 140

C d n t i n u e d  p 9 . 2 3

PICTURE QUALITY us.
TRAP ATTENUATION

The language leakage prob-
lem is part of. the pay TV securi-
ty problem. The other is the
question of destroying the pic-
ture content sufficiently so that
the non-pay subscribers cannot
watch the pay program.

People will, we know, put up
with some pretty cruddy look-
ing pictures if theg think they
are ripping the cablc cornplnA
of. Getting something for noth-
ing is its own attraction.

NOVEMBER,  1975

CATJ set out to test the effec-
tiveness of trapping, as a func-
tion of amount o/ signal trap-
ping. We took a *14 dBmV sig-
nal and ran it into a two-way
hybrid splitter. On one output
leg we ran directly to a reeeiver
at *10 dBmV. On the opposite
output leg we ran through one
(or two in series) tuneable traps.
By carefully adjusting the traps,
we were able to reduce the sig-
nal on this "leg" in 20 dnd 10 dB
steps and photograph the re-
sults.

Remember the basic input

level to the receiver in the bot-
tom screen is *10 dBmV. Note
that these are tuneable, hi-Q
type traps which have a very
narrow trapping bandwidth at
the bottom of the trap segment
(i.e. the 3 dB bandwidth is on
the order of */- 200 kHz). This
explains some of the remairring
uid.eo informatinn which you see
on the top screen; the carier is
severely trapped, while the vi-
deo information upwards of the
carrier (i.e. towards the audio
carrier) is not trapped as heavi-

C o n t i n u e d  p 9 . 2 2ly.
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Photo  One -  Both  rece ivers  d isp lay ing
s i g n a l  g u a l i t y  w i t h  + 1 0  d B m V  R F  i n p u t
l e v e l .

Photo  Two -  Bot tom rece iver  s t i l l  +10
d B m V ;  t o p  r e c e i v e r  - 1 O  d B m V .

22

Photo  Three -  Bot tom rece iver  +10
dBmV;  top  rece iver  -2O dBmV.

Photo  Four  -  Bot tom rece iver  + lO
d B m V ;  t o p  r e c e i v e r  - 3 0  d B m V .

P h o t o  F i v e - B o t t o m  r e c e i v e r  + 1 0  d B m V :
top  rece iver  -40  dBmV.

Photo s ix -  Bot tom receiver +10 dBmV:
top receiver -5O dBmV.

I

I
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cost, whieh means that for test
and installation, ideally, we
have trap cost plus l7o/o or
117olo of $5.00 to plug into our
capital investment equation.

Whether installation people
can be properly motivated to in-
stall60 units per day, or wheth-
er your own office functions well
enough to direct the installation
man to 60 precise and pre-plan-
ned non-pay-taps in rapid suc-
cession is another matter. Most
systems CATJ talked with said
that if they got 60 per day per
man, they would hold the big-
gest beer bust the company ev-
er had. Many said 30 per man,
per day was a high number. One
system we talked with that rros
aueraging 60 per day, per man
said "We do it only because the
drops are tagged in advance;
the installer knows that any
drop with a red tag is a pay sub-

scriber and he leaves that one
alone. If a man has to go along
checking and cross checking ad-
dresses, tracing where drops
run from confusing multiple-out-
let line taps, and then double
back following the drop to the
DT, we would be lucky to get 15
per day per man".

What about trap applications?
By now you should be pretty
confident that you understand
the why and wherefores, but
we'll list them again just in case
you are confused:

(A) Full trap system-all non-
pay subscribers are trap-
ped out;

(B) Scramblc.r or Specinl Con-
uerter Backup-If. you iso-
late a circumventor, there
is little you can do inside of
the home simply because a
man's home is li,rs castle.
You can, of course, add a

trap at pole; thal's your
castle (well, your's and the
local utility company's).
This of course stops cheat-
ing without injuring the
basic service.

(Cl Delinquent. Cut-Off-Most
pay cable subscribers are
billed separately for pay
and regular service. If he
is delinquent on hjs pay
service, you are reluctant
to cut-off his complnte ser-
vice. As a matter of fact,
you might be in trouble if
you dis-connected both
services to get him on the
dime for his pay serviee
bill. So installing a pay
trap is one solution to
bring him into line to pay
for his delinquent pay ser-
vlce.

continued on next pege

MICNOWAW FILTER
TRAPS_

One Approach
Most of the traps offered to

the CATV industry at this time
are little blue/black/gray (etc.)
bores; with input and output fit-
tings. Some of the boxes are rec-
tangular, some are cylindrical.
But they are all basicallg bores
wilh discrete elpctronic cornpo-
nents insid,e.

The combination of parts, de-
sign skill and alignment tech-
niques, creates the desired user
product; a trap that selectively
sucks out or attenuates the de-
sign visual carrier frequency
signal.

The Microtuaue Filter Com-
panE $743 Kinne Street, East
Syracuse, New York 13057)
3355 filter was inspected during
the eourse of our study of traps
on the market.

As the photos show, the 3355
filter has a pair of fittings. One
readily screws onto the sub-
scriber's directional tap output
spigot at the feeder line, and the
second accepts the customer's
drop cable pre-fitted with an "F"

fitting.
Inside of the 3355 there are

three compartments. There are
two caps on the bottom plate
which a technician can pop-off
for alignment. The unit is con-
structed and rough aligned,
then the bottom plate is put on
and the final tweeking takes
place through the two holes in
the bottom plate. Then the unit
is cap-sealed and dipped with a
paint coating.

In taking off the bottom plate
to get at the inside for the photo
shown here, we have moderate
difficulty breaking the seal and

removing the plate. This indica-
ted to us that the RF seal for the
trap is exceedingly good. A "ra-

diation test" we performed veri-
fied this. Attenuation through
the box was in excess of 80 dB.

The amount of. on chonnel (5
in our case) attenuation we mea-
sured was between 64 and 69 dB
on two units we sampled (note
. . . units were supplied to us by
manufacturer).

Sweeping a trap, with conven-
tional techniques, is at, best
risky. The trap has such sharp
skirts that following the trap to
its nominal depth is difficult to
do accurately, uithout a track-
ing generator system.

None the less, with that ca-
veat, we display here some
sweep displays of the 3355 unit.

continued bottom next page
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Trap-Guardin g Harduare (TGII)

Definition: Trap-guard hard-
ware (TGH) is any device or
operation (costing you money)
attached to the basic signal-
trap to increase the difficulty
in circumventing the trap it-
self. This may take the form
of connector locks. "securitv

s h i e l d s , "  s h r i n k  t u b i n g
sleeves, enclosures, welded
straps, epoxy bonding, and so
on.
Traps are installed on a very

basic premise; you, the CATV
operator, wish to be paid for
your special premium service.
Any circumvention represents
an unauthorized (call it theft if
you wish) use of the service.
More important, it represents a
loss of revenue.

In many eases operators view"theft" of services as a personal
affront and possfblgr overreact.
This can mean that vou mav
rush out and adopt an "uil

means" prevention without ra-
tional examination of the eosts

The first photo shows the 80
MHz marker (right hand side of
photo, up skirt)while the second
photo shows the 1 MHz markers
(count down from 80 MHz for
77.25 MHz region).

If you set up to analyze traps
on your own, one of the best
techniques is to take a signal
generator and put it dead-on the
visual earrier frequency. Then
measure the output of the gen-
erator (gets you a relative num-
ber), and now stick the trap in
the line between the signal gen-
erator and the SLM. The differ-
ence in level between no trap
and trap is the amount ofattenu-
ation of^the trap on the uisual
car"rLe7' IT'equenca,

vs. the payoff. The key word in
this study and cost study equa-
tion is potentinl revenue.

Fact: AII would-be-thieves
who fail are not going to immed-
iately (or soon, or ever) sub-
scribe to the pay or premium
service. So we should employ
the mathematics of probability
in figuring out just how much
TGH is enough TGH. Uncontrol-
led, irrational TGH can easily
double the cost of the basic trap
device.

To avoid this emotional hang-
up ("I' l l fix that so and so; steal
from me will he!!!") and to avoid
overspending in your reactive
process, the following analysis is
suggested.

We can certainly agree on
Rule One:

The Cost of TGH should, not
erceed the reuenue erpected
to result from buging TGH.
Let's define some terms:
Pc _ Probability (0.0 to 1.0)

that the typical non-subscrib-
er will try to circumvent the
trap;
Ps _ Probability (0.0 to 1.0)
that an unsuccessful would-
be-thief will subscribe. once
thwarted:
E = Probability (0.0 to 1.0) of
theft failure, if theft attemp-
ted;
X = Cost of TGH per non-
subscriber;
R = Net revenue per pag sub-
scrtber per year (taking into
account that amortisation of
basic trap and installation has
already been figured into
costs ):
N = Number of Pay non-Sub-
scribers
Therefore, the number

thefts actually prevented
TGH = (N) (pc) (E).
And, the extra revenue

lized as a result of the TGH
gram is = (N) (Pc) (E) (Ps)

And, total amount spent

of
by

I
I

I
I

rea-
pro-
(R) .
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VITEK TRAPS

Another Approach
The Vitek Traps (Vitek Elec-

tronics, Inc., 200 Wood Ave.,
Middlesex, N.J. 08846) are the
most unusual CATY pay TV
traps on the market; and at the
same time, they are the most
inconspicuous traps of all.

In the photo here, it appears
to be a piece of RG-59/U cable
with connectors on either end. If
this is all it were, the people at
Vitek have a lot of black magic
in their cable. Actually, there is
not much more to it than that
. . . and they do haue black ma-
gic employed.

TRAP SECTIONS TO GROUND

DTAGRAM I
See Diagram V-1. What we

have here is a piece of coaxial
cable, but not RG-59/U. This is a
section of balanced 75 ohm co-

axial cable; that is, with apair of
center conductors. Surrounding
the pair of center conductors is a
double-shield (i.e. very high
shielding protection). Now one
of these two parallel center con-
ductors runs from input to out-
put of the line section, just as a
single center conductor would
do in a normal piece of RG-59/U.
The second center eonductor is
broken into four individually
discrete segments. These are
represented in Diagram V-1 as
the lower four center conductor
lines. Note that each is groun-
ded to the double shield, which
is in turn grounded through the
DT the Vitek trap connects to
with the plant system ground
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TGH is - (X) (N).
Now for the return (extra rev-

enue) / (TGH expense):
(N )  (Pc )  (E )  (Ps )  (R ) (Pc )  (E )  (Ps )  (R )

(x)( N l ( x )

And referring to our Rule
one:

u l  1  (Pc)  (E)  (R)  (Ps)

This may seem very analyti
cal but it at least removes the
irrational aspeet of an emotional
response to somebody stealing
Aour pay signal! And now we
can concentrate on finding a rea-
listic number for each of our
chosen symbols. Obviously, only
the individual operator is in a
position to insert reliable num-
bers. However, having gone this
far with our anti-emotional ap-
proach to TGH, let us insert
some numbers we believe to be
reasonable for the exercise of
the formulae.

Pc - 0.20 - It is difficult to
imagine a situation, even in

Hoboken, where 20o/o of.the sub-
scribers to the regular CATV
service would attempt theft of
the pay service. After all, the
trap is 18 feet or so above
ground,  wh ich  immedia te ly
means the aged, thelazy and the
infirmed are eliminated. (In
Hoboken that doesn't leave 200/o
as even capablc!)

Ps - 0.25 - This number
may not apply to new situations
where the pay service is offered
the very first time the potential
subscriber has the opportunity
to take ong cable service, but
25o/o (l in 4) does seem a likely
number for existing systems
where eable comes along first
followed some time later by the
optional pay service.

E = 0.75 - It is hard to ima-
gine any low-cost trick or device
which would resist more than
75o/o of. the concentrated tricks
to crack or circumvent it.

So we have (X) = (0.20) (0.25)

(0.75) (R) = 0.0375R.
If we estimate the resulting

net (that is now mluch YOU keep
after paying the program sup-
pliers and delivery costs) at
$20.00 per year, then X = $0.75.

Hmmm.
Ok, plug in your own numbers

and see where gou eome out.

Minimu,m Cost Strategy - Dou-
bl.e Trapping

Let us finally examine the
conditions leading to a need for
a second (audio/SND) trap.
A) Sound trap (or additional

sound attenuation) needed
only if language objection-
able to parents of very
young children or childleSs"puritans";

B) Not all parents of very
young children will object
orally or actively (i.e. dis-
connect);

C) Not all homes have very

(i.e. strand, feeder aluminum
shield, etc.).

In effect, the second center
conductor, broken into resonant
L/4 wavelength sections, cou-
ples energy in the frequency re-
gion represented by the reso-
nantl/4 wavelength sections to
ground. The total piece of line
radiates within the double
shielded environment from the
throughJine center conductor to
the broken-line center conduc-
tor. And energy on the l/4 wave
line sections ends up being
trapped to ground.

We don't know how Vitek
manages the clean look to their
construction, but it takes a few
minutes of looking, even know-
ing what you are looking for, to
find where the slight indenta-
tions exist that indicate a l/4
wavelength segment of the sec-
ond center conductor has been
forced to ground at that point.

The tuning of this device de-
pends entirely upon the ability
to separate the second center
conductor into resonant t/4
wavelength segments and take
it to ground through the double
shield. This means exceedingly
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close "whaeking off' of the seg-
ments, after calculations have
been performed for the operat-
ing frequency, the K or propaga-
tion factor of the particular ca-
ble, and the end loading effects
of the globs of solder the magi-
cians from Vitek somehow man-
age to squeeze down inside of
the poly outer jacket.

The number of resonant l/4
wavelength sections (there are

4/5 in the Vitek trap) deter-
mines the amount of total (i.e.
sum) trapping on the resonant
frequency. We received a chan-
nel 5 and a channel 7 unit from
Vitek, and they ran from 78 dB
(channel 5) to 80 dB (channel 7)
on the visual carrier frequency.

This is really a pretty clever
piece of design work, and equal-
ly important in our present trap
environment, it is also a pretty
innocent looking device. Even to
a semi-literate electronics type
trying to beat the system, un-
Iess he knew tftzs taas a trap
mechonism. the relatively inno-
cent section of 59-appearing ca-
ble, "spliced in" between the DT
output and the drop run would
never attract much attention.

The photo here shows the
ehannel 5 Vitek unit with 10
MHz marker at 80 MHz; and in
the second photo the 1 MHz
markers indicating the general
location of the 77.25 MHz visual
carrier frequency. It was our ob-
servation that the bottom of the
trap (i.e. the deep part frequen-
cy) bandwidth is about 40olo wi
der than the Microwave Filter
3355 unit also checked at the
same time.
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young children;
D) Reas6nobte, chiidless "puri-

tans" will be satisfied to
switch off the "dirty" chan-
nel.

So we have a proposed X-Y
strategy, as follows:
X) Install extra SND trap only

upon subscriber complaint.
The probability of the com-
plaint is between 0.0 and
1.0 ( i .e.  Pc = 0 to 1).  I t
won't be 0. and it won't be
1, so for discussion let's
adopt 0.5 (50o/o).

Y) You propose that the objec-
tor pag for the trap. Proba-
bility that he won't pay (or
become hostile) is between
0.0 and 1.0 ( i .e.  Pp = 0 to

1). Again, it won't be 0 and
it won't be 1, so let's adopt
0.5 (50o/o).

Let Pe = pay penetration
S = total system subscribers
Ct = cost of single trap
Cp = cost of traps per pay

subscriber

cps= l9L-LW,E)-L8PJ
( S )  ( P e )

/r -po \
( P c )  ( P P )  l : ^ -  l ( c t )

\ r e , ,

or cost of sound traps per pay
subscriber.

At the same time the cost of a
PIX trap per paA subscriber is:

sr, = (s) !1.pe) (c+pr = /:_-e.-) rc.r
( s )  ( P e )  \  e e  /

Then, under the X-Y strategy
the total costper trap (of. double
trapping) is:

TC = Ct (1 + PcPp)
I f P c = P p = 0 . 5
Tc = Ct (1.25) or 250/o above
single trap cost.
If we are more pessimistic

and make
Pc : 0.7
Pp - 0.7
then:
TC - Ct (1.49) or 50o/o above
single trap cost.

Appendir

Relntion BW, NA and F

INTERCARRIER SETS_HOW FAR DOWN
IS ENOUGH?

Signal trapping, until the advent of pay TV and "secure

channels" has always been a headend kind of technology.
Adjacent channel traps, often tuneable, from Blonder-
Tongue, Jerrold, and some of the MATV units from Wine-
gard and Channel Master are found in many (if not most)
headends.

At the subscriber's drop, it is a whole new ballgame.
There is considerable talk around about "trapping the vi-
deo down so that the audio does not Ieak through." What is
that talk ell about?

Because of a television receiver design change first intro-
duced in the late 40's, television receivers are designed
around a principle known as "inter-carrier". An inter-carri
er set (and all are now) requires the presence of a video
carrier before the audio can be detected. The effective I.F.
required to pass the audio only signal is around +/- 25
kHz. The effective I.F. required to pass video only is */-
approximately 2.0 MHz (4.0 MHz total). The combined I.F.
bandwidth required to pass video, color and audio is ap-
proximately 4.5 MHz.

An audio only receiver (i.e. one designed from scratch to
receive only television [FM] audio, and to do it with maxi
mum sensitivity) can recover very good quality audio (at
the speaker) with RF inputs to the receiver as low as 1 uV
(-60 dBmV). On the opposite end of the coin, a video only
receiver (i.e. one that forgets audio) would produce a
slightly noisy picture with video inputs at RF of 100 uV
(-20 dBmV). So the wider bandwidth of the video modula-
tion products (4.0 MHz vs. 50 kHz) creates a situation
where the video component is the limiting weak-signal-re-
covery factor.

The question, in CATV single channel video carrier trap-
ping, is simply this. How far down must the video be, from
the audio on the desired channel, before the audio begins to
garble and get noisy? That is the question, but it is stated
incorrectly.

It is not just how fer below audio that video is trap-drop-
ped; it is at what level at the receiver input terminals is
there so little video left that the audio is also gone.

We have a dual requirement; video level below atten-
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dant audio level, and, the absolute video level itself.
CATJ has run a series of tests to determine, for our own

information, just what type of numbers we might be deal-
ing with. Here is what we find.
(1) The absolute sensitivity level of the receiver is the

most important ingredient. For example, line up a
sampling of home receivers now on the market, and
feed identical levels into each one. We find that when
the visual carrier level drops below -30 dBmV the
over&ge receiver sterts to produce noisy audio. By the
time we have a visual RF carrier level of -40 dBmV,
all receivers have noisy audio and a few have no audio
at all. And by the time the visual RF carrier level is at
-50 dBmV the audio recovery on even the best (read
most sensitive) receivers is gone, or so noisy that even
with straining and close attention, you cannot under-
stand the audio from the speaker.

(2) Therefore, you design for the worst case, and add a
safety factor. To CATJ, this means insure that the
receiver gets a visual carrier reading of -50 dBmV if
you want nobody to recover audio; or be offended by
the language leakage.

That is on absolute receiver input RF level; -50
dBmV. It has nothing whatsoever to do with the
amount of attenuation the trap provides on the video
carrier level, unless. . .

(3) ...you start off, as everyone ehould, thinking about
the amount of trapping you need, as o function of the
drop levels present.

Here is a table (table one) that puts that into perspec-
tive:

TABLE ONE -  Subscr iber Drop Levels vs.

Trap Visual Carrier Attenuation

40 dB down 50 dB down 60 dB down
Drop Level Trap Trap Trap

70 dB down
Trap

+ 2 0 d B m V  - 2 0 d B m V  - 3 0 d B m V  - 4 0 d B m V  - 5 0 d B m V
+ 1 0 d B m V  - 3 0 d B m V  - 4 0 d B m V  - 5 0 d B m V  - 6 0 d B m V

0 d B m V  - 4 0 d B m V  - 5 0 d B m V  - 6 0 d B m V  - 7 0 d B m V
- 1 0 d B m V  - 5 0 d B m V  - 6 0 d B m V  - 7 0 d B m V  - 8 0 d B m V

[..
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All simple traps are some var-
iation of the circuit in Diagram
5. This is anL/r/C resonant cir-
cuit in shunt. The coil (L) is the
heaviest contributor to circuit
resistance (r) .

I N  O U T

We adjust theL/c to resonate
at thus:

(1) Fpix {rvrHzt =,i#-

I  b P r o

leaving us with a shunt resis-
tance (r) which gives us a notch
attenuation of:

(2) AN (dB) -  zOr-OC,o 1-5 -  O aa

We also know that L and BW
(3 dB bandwidth) are 'inuerselg
related. i .e. :

ts) ew tvHz);Tffi

Which tells us we have to in-
crease L to make BW smaller.

Suppose we wish to make BW
smaller. We increase L to do
this and then we find that AN
also gets smaller in the process;
I .e . :

addition of coil turns (to in-
crease L) increases r.
Suppose we wish to retain

BW and restore our fallen AN.
We must wind a bigger coil (lar-
ger diameter and larger guage
wire) to retain L and decrease r.
This causes us to increase the
container (can) size correspon-
dingly, so the volume of the de-
vice goes up (i.e. it gets bigger).

Now suppose we retain L val-
ue (and hence BW) and the con-
tainer size but wish to operate
at a higher F (frequencyl; r i,n-
creases, and hence, AN goes
down.

We can then relate AN, BW,
frequency (F) and volume (V)
approximately as follows:
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/ \/ e w \( A N )  
I  F  / K V

And we see that percentage
bonduidth is a key term.

( A N )  ( E }--TRil- = KV

THE PRO-COM
APPNOACH

Pro-Com Electronics (P.O.
Box 42T,Poughkeepsie, New
York 12601) takes several
different approaches to the
pay-TV trap problem, and as
a result, have several unique
products on the market.

Pro-Com be l ieves  tha t
there is no adequate amount
by which the visual carrier
can be "dropped" to totallg
kill the audio. "If the set user
fid.dl.es with the fine turuing,
he wtll find audi.o ercept in
uerA seaere trapping situa-
tinns" notes Pro-Com.

Their basic trap approach
is to provide an extremely
nar row t rap-w id th  a t  the
bottom of the 'curve'; typi-
cally 30-50 kHz at the 3 dB
po in ts .  "We center  th is
aboue the uisual carri,er fre-
quencA skshtlA; when the
uisual carr ier is remoued,
this leaues the sgnc buzz in
plnce to help tear up the au-
di.o."

Additionally, Pro-Com of-
fers, apparently exclusively,
an'indoor version' called the
PG KEY (for Parental Gui-
d e a n c e  K e y ) .  T h e  u n i t
mounts inside, behind the
converter, in a closet, etc.
and the user receives a "key"

to activate the passive trap
when the parents (for exam-
ple) leave the home and do
not want the kiddies watch-
ing nasty flicks.

Pro-Com has more than
50,000 un i ts  in  the  f ie ld ,
some go baek'as far as'seven
months. UA Columbia and
Sammons have been heavy-
users of the Pro-Com traps.

F ina l l y ,  Pro-Com says
their "cubed-trap" does less

damage to  the  immedia te
lower adjacent audio than
other designs; primarily "be-

cause o f  our  s teep t rap
skirts." They note that their
Iow band traps attenuate the
immediate adjacent audio 4
dB, mid band traps by 8 dB
and high band traps by 12
dB.

DIAGRAM

I
I
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EVERYTHINGYOU
NEVERHOPED

YOU WOUTD NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT SETTING YOUR OWN POLES

A Step Baclruard?

Well, here we are in 1975 and
talking about setting our own
poles.

Good grief.
The very earliest systems had

pole attachment problems. L.E.
"Ed" Parsons, in Astoria, Ore-
gon had them. His November-
1948-inaugurated CATV system
olso had underground problems.
In fact, the early Astoria system
was a microcosm of just about
every problem we have today
with utilities. Therefore a brief
step back 27 years is not out of
line.

On Thanksgiving day in 1948,
Ed Parsons began delivering
master-antenna signals to resi
dents other than himself, in As-
toria, Oregon. His first drop
lines ran vertically, down the
side of a multi-story hotel build-
ing, to adjoining buildings. His
headend was atop the tall build
ing. Then he went down the
same block a shortways by go-
ing from building to building.
Finally, to avoid having to eaen
talk with the local power and
telephone utilities about using
their poles (the very thought of.
using utility poles upset Ed),
Parsons went into the City of
Astoria underground ductu,tork
and laid his cables alongside of
the city liquid service pipes. The
Astoria system spread under-
ground, as it were, probably
without anyone's permission.
He didn't cross over streets, he
went under them. At various
manholes and water drain inlets
Parsons brought his cable back
into sunshine and ran uithin the
block to houses along the way.
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It was not until late in 1951.
more than three years after
Parsons inaugurated service for
Astoria, that the city, insisting
that Parsons get a franchise
from them, also insisted that
Parsons getout of the city ducts
and into the open air. Parsons
complained that the utilities
would never agree to him at-
taching to their above ground
poles; the city put on their
Henry Kissinger profile and ne-
gotiated on Parson's behalf to
create a sort of four party agree-
ment: (1) The cftgr would grant
Parsons a franchise to operate,
(2) the power cornpenA would
rent Parsons pole space, (3) the
telephone cornpanA would rent
Parsons pole space, if only (4)
Parsons would get out of the
city's ductworks! Parsons finally
agreed to vacate the ductworks,
and by January of 1952 his sys-
tem had a city franchise and the
power and telephone utilities
had a new tenant.

The Parsons agreement was
hardly the first pole attachment
agreement. In fact, his three-
plus years of operation withozt
a pole agreement and withozt
poles probably set some sort of
record that stood until much la-
ter "underground adventures"
in communities such as Carmel,
California in the early 60's.

If there 'nas a first pole at-
tachment permit in this indus-
try, John Walson of Mahony
Ci ty ,  Pennsy lvan ia  p robab ly
had it. His, dated October 2,
1950, with Pennsylvania Power
and Light, allowed his "tempor-

ary connection" to 13 poles.

Twenty five years later the tem-
porary attachments are stil l
there. And Walson has added "a

few" additional poles in the in-
terim.

Utility companies have al-
ways been something of a stum-
bling block to CATV. Very few,
if any, util ity companies had any
policy regarding foreign attach-
ments to their poles (i.e. attach-
ments by a third party, the first
two being the utility power and
the utility Telco). A limited
number had "procedures" esta-
blished that allowed municipal
departments (such as city street
light departments) to rent from
them pole space to run traffic
light signal control wires, or
even communication circuits be-
tween fire alarm boxes and a
central point. But none, to our
research and knowledge, had
existing provisions for third par-
ty private entrepreneurs who
wanted to run privately owned
wires on their poles.

Some of the early CATV sys-
tem builders had to be good
salesmen. They succeeded in
talking their respective utilities
into allowing them to string
their cables in places like Bates-
ville and Panther Valley. Oth-
ers, in towns such as Sonora,
California were more like Ed
Parsons; they didn't want ang-
thing to do with the utilities.
Period. And so in Sonora, and in
a very high percentage of other
earlg sgstems, the systems
went in on their own polcs.

Because CATV has always
been a capital-intensive busi-
ness, requiring more cash to

t
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construct the initial system than
was ever on hand at one time,
virtually every operator who
has ever looked aL aP and L or
balance sheet projection has
given short shift to the concept
of setting the system's own
poles.

Even if you approached the
problem like Sonora, California
did in 1951, and spent an aver-
age of $6.00 per pole, in the
ground, for your 4" x 4" x 14 foot
posts to string your cable, you
still had a bunch of initial outlav
dollars involved. And thingi
have gone from a lot of money to
a hell of a lot of money, for set-
ting poles, in the 24 years since
Larry Jacobsen built Sonora,
California.

C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  p e o p l e  w h o
have set poles in this business
have been generally considered"far out," "poor businessmen,""c razy"  o r  perhaps  even"dumb." In the 50's and even in-
to the 60's the argument against
setting poles went as follows:"You sag Aou are setting gour
oun pol.es? What is it costing
you to set a pole?"

"Oh, 
$15.00 to $18.00 each

perhaps. .  .  "
"Good gosh man, I pay $1.50

per poln per Aear rent. Nou how
in the utorld, c&n Aou come out on
a deal kke that? Why I can rent
poles for 10 or 12 years for uhat
Aou paA out initinlly to put that
pol.e in the ground!"

And the renter walked away
shaking his head and muttering
things like "crazy fool."

Well, maybe the pole-setter
was not so crazy after all. May-
be he was smart, or, just plain
lucky.

John Thompson, a modern-
day operator at Atoka and Coal-
gate, Oklahoma told us "I utoul.d,
set mg oun poles euen i,f the
rentalfee for an attachment zoas
just $1.00 a Aear a pole ond it
neuer  cou l .d ,  go  up  a t  a l l . . . . "

So in the 50's, a man who set
his own poles, during an era
when the utilities were at best
confused and non-precise how
they should approach CATV at-
tachment requests, was consid-
ered crazy. Then the first set of
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attaehment snags rocked the in-
dustry.

Carmel, California, was one of
the first hit by telephone com-
pany and power company re-
volt. Carmel also had extensive
portions of city utilities under-
ground, so the builder of the
first system there knew going in
that he was going to have to
emulate the underground boys
in at least extensive parts of
town.

Bill McPheeters remembered
about the early Carmel under-
ground experiment.
"I u/ish I had opened a car u.tash
along with start ing under-
ground constntction in Cartnel.
We spent seueral thousond dol-
lnrs to haue people go down and
get their cars washed after we
trenched al.ongside their parlced
uehicles and the concrete saut
spraged their fine autos utith
that puluerized dust!"

McPheeters and his partners
were not short on stout; they
were not afraid of the unknown
and building an underground
plant (one of, if not the first city-
wide system in the nation)
didn't deter them from their
noble experiment.

California, including Carmel
and Sonora, has always been a
hot bed of your basic utility com-
pany unrest. It is best typified
today by the strong antiutility
feelings that the California asso-
ciation has, and by California
cable personalities like Bill Har-
gan and attorney Harold Far-
row. Mention pole attachments
to either and be prepared to
empty a bottle of good Canadian
spirits while they talk non-stop.

It was in California that the
utilities discovered the art of
freezing pole attachment agree-
ments. Bell, and the power com-
pany majors, simply one-d,ay re-
fused to grant any new attach-
ment agreements, for several
years. Nobody thought to call it
a "freeze" in those days, but
freeze it was and the FCC prob-
ably got their own concept for
freezing CATV from the same
place.

So much for historg.
Why today would a CATV op-

erator give more than passing,
mused thought to setting his
own poles? Primarily because he
may be faced with either setting
his own poles and going into the
CB business, or, alternately, go-
ing  underground. . .o r  go ing  in -
to the CB business. The pole at-
tachment problem is that ser-
tous.

Let's examine some numbers
which have come out of the most
recent Bell negotiations and
agreement.

As Table One shows, rates for
Bell pole attaehments vary from
area to area. It is unclear whv
they do, except perhaps this
helps protect the Bell image of
autonomous, independent, oper-
ating companies all under the
Bell banner.

TABLE ONE -

AVERAGE BELL/ETC.  RATES

Bel l  of  Nevada
Cinci  nnat i
C & P o f M a r y l a n d
C & P o f V i r g i n i a
C & P o f W . V a .
Diamond State (De.)
I  l l  ino is
l nd iana
Mich igan
Mountain States
New England
New Jersey
New York
Northwestern
Oh io
Paci f  ic  Cal i fornia
Paci f  ic  Northwest
Pennsylvan ia
South Central
Southern
Southern New England
Southwestern

$4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
2.5O (Lowest)
4 .25
3.25
4.00
4.00
4 . 1 0
3.38
5.00
3.43
4.00
2.5O (Lowest)
2.54
z-5v

2.59
3.45
4.50 (Highest)
3.00

What Table One does not
show, is what happens when you
set about comparing Bell pole
rates with other utility company
pole rates. Table Two does that
for you. Now, Table One comes
from the FCC, where the Cable
Bureau played the role of arbi
trator between the CATV indus-
try and the Bell Company. Table
Two, on the other hand, comes
from a CATA member study
conducted this past summer.
You will note that while Bell
rates are notlow, they are hard-
ly the highest rates facing
CATV operators. To no one's



TABLE TWO _ CATA MEMBERS _ AVERAGE

In July GATA asked members to supply conf ident ia l  pole-at tachment data for

their  systerns.  Molded into a s ingle set  of  "averages",  the numbers indicate how typi-

cal ly  smal ler ,  typical ly  independent systems are current ly  being charged for  pole

useage.

Study By Rates Charged

YoTotal Avg. No. Poles
Contracts Per Contract

9.2o/o
20.4"/o
41 .O%
19.-lo/o
9.40/o

Study By Pole Owners

$1.00/down $1/$2.00 $2/$3.00 $3/$4.00 $4/$5.00

the roadway a Bell man sitting
with an abacus under one of his
own poles keeping a running
record of the average pole rates
being negotiated by the regional
power companies. The average
goes up monthly, of course, and
Bell stays on top of this average
number so that in effect they
have the power utilities testing
the waters for them. That's
called making the power com-
panies the "point men" for the
invasion force.

If you are not of a suspicious
mind and the conspiracy theory
is not your cup of tea, then you
may accept the hard-fisted-busi-
nessman theory. The facts are
there for this one too. The pou,t-
er companies are 'in a hell of a
cash bind. Unlike the telephone
utilities who, like everyone else,
mere lg  f  ee ls  the  in f la t ion
crunch, the power utilities are
also directl,y feeling the fuel cost
rise crunch. And that is a much
bigger yoke to carry around
than simply the inflation spiral.
As the advertisement reads,
"have you looked at your elec-
tric bill recently?" In many
areas of the country it has gone
up 300-5000/o in just one year.
The national news media had a
field day Iast spring with people
(homeowners) in the northeast
who all but emptied their bow-
els at their mail boxes upon op-
ening their friendly electric
company bill to discover that it
now cost $400.00 for electricity
for a single month for a simple
2,000 square foot home.

Electric company rates are
PUC regulated; but, and this is
a big but, in most states the
rates are automaticallg pegged
to the cost of fuel paid by the
electric company to fire their
generating stations. So, a fuel
rate rise, to them, automatical-
Iy, without a PUC hearing,
translates into advancing con-
sumer electric rates.

People having intestinal dis-
orders at their mail boxes won't
give eleetric company execu-
tives calm stomachs. It is not
difficult to imagine a hard nosed
account ing  manager  o f  a
re gional Power t"H,llJ"" 

::.';
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Pole
Rates

$1 .00 down
$1 /$2.00
$2/$3.00
$3/$4.00
$4/$5.00

Pole Owner

384
499
523
398
396

REA 0.8% (*)  2.4o/o
Local Electric 6.50/o 4.Oo/o
Regionaf  Electr ic  Oo/o 6.5%
fndeoendent O.8%" 4.Oo/o

Telco
Belf Companies Oo/o 1.60/o
General Tel O% O.8o/o
City/Munic ipal  3.2o/o O.8%

Poles

1.6% Oo/o Oo/o
4.Oo/o 1.6% O"/o

12 .1o /o  12 .1% 6 .5o /o
4.O% O.8/"  1.60/o

1O.5% 6.5o/o 1.60/o
1.6% o% o.80/o
2.4o/" Oo/o Oo/o

become so unreasonable in their
demands? Why should regional
power companies, people who
have never been exactly kind
but who until recently have not
been "that" hard nosed either,
suddenly stick out a stiff upper
Iip?

There  is  the  consp i racy
theory, best set forth by Harold
Farrow. "I can't proue it. . .I
doubt lnAone can, but I bel:ieue
the pouer utikties are tahing
their cue's from Neu; Yorlt of-
fices of a certuin lnrge telephone
utiktg". Farrow means a con-
spiracy.

If you follow that theory to its
logical conclusion, you come to a
crossroads towards the end of
the trail where if you turn right
you accept that the Bell people
believe if they have the regional
power companies asking for out-
rageous amounts of money from
CATV operators, that the grate-
ful CATV industry will be more
ready to accept the simple zn-
real rates "requested" by Bell.
In effect, the power companies
bowl us over with their brash-
ness, while Bell comes along and
by comparison looks like a pret-
ty good bunch of guys.

Or, down the opposite fork on
the trail, you see at the end of

$5/uP

Oo/o
Oo/o
Oo/o

O.8o/o

Oo/o
Oo/o
o%

i -Percentages are indicat ive of  the percentage of  pole contracts
of  members surveyed fa l l ing into each category.  1.e. ,  0.8% of  a l l
members have REA contracts paying under $1.00 per pole per

surprise, the large, regional
power companies are the cul-
prits; they lead the pack in set-
ting unreal pole attachment
rates.

Which is another way of say-
ing that if Bell rates are trouble-
some, regional power company
rates are next to impossible.
And they promise to go clear
out of sight if recent (and cur-
rent) "talks" between power
company executives and CATV
negotiators are any indication of
the way the wind is blowing.
Florida is facing a rate of ap-
proximately $8.50 Per Pole at-
tachment per year; Kentucky
and West Virginia are looking at
a just under $7.00 rate demand,
and iso la ted  compan ies  in
Texas, and Louisiana report to
us that one regional power com-
pany there is now talking about
$6.50 rates per pole, per year
plus a $1.50 per pole inspection
charge per year plzs cash bonds
tha t  average approx imate lY
$25.00 per polc!

Clearly, Larry Jacobsen in
Sonora, California was rlot so
crazy when he built his plant on
4 x 4s in 1951.

Onemust ask the $64.00 ques-
tion, which is "uthg?" Why
would the pole owners suddenly
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RENTING COSTS

What does it really cost you to
rent pole space? First there are
make ready costs. Some utilities
charge for strand walkout and
pole checking; i.e. to determine
what physical re-arrangements
may be required. With those util-
ities that do charge for this go-
ing-in service, it averages 50
cents per pole for utility field and
paper work.

Then there are pole make-
ready charges. The extent of
make ready required varies from
utility plant to utility plant, and
from utility walk-out supervisor
to walk-out supervisor. Certainly
$5.00 per pole average is not
high, based upon CATJ studies.
Some make-ready costs average
far above this charge, in the
$15.00 per pole range.

There is the time (i.e. time is

money) expenses associated with
negotiating the pole attachment
contract; including the time of
your attorney. If the contract re-
opens every one, three, five ete.
years for renewal, there is the
likelihood that these negotiating
expenses will reoccur in regular
intervals.

There is the cost of the insur-
ance and bonds, required by the
utility companies. Most utilities
ask (and get) no less than their
full-projected costs of having to
remove your lines, etc. from
their poles at their expense; in
the bond. The bond costs money,
although it may be in the form of
a personal guarantee from a sys-
tem owner or stockholder.

Some utilities require a cash
bond. One system in Texas, on
1050 poles in five communities, is
currently being forced to put up
a $25,fi)0.fi) cash bond. That

works out to $23.80 per pole cash
bond! Even if you have the idle
cash around, you receive no in-
terest on it while it lays in the
utility bank account. You can be
sure that they do collect interest
on it. If you must borrow that
cash money, you are looking at
no less than the prime rate per
year. In the case of the Texas
system, $25,000.00 at 9olo inter-
est works out to $2.14 interest
per pole per year.

Then there is the obvious an-
nual rental fee. Plug in your own
number.

And, many utility companies
are also charging an annual "in-

spection fee" now. Our Texas ex-
ample system is paying $1.50 per
pole per year on top of the rental
fee ($5.50). This raises the effec-
tive annual rental rate by the in-
spection fee per pole.

Lastly, there is the cost of be-

IIOW DO YOU FINANCE POLES?

There are two thoughts to this problem, aside from the
obvious point that your total plant-cost-per-mile costs "sim-

ply go up" by your pole costs per mile.
One operator we talked with told us this is how he is

doing it.
He is presently on approximately 700 of the utility com-

pany poles. He is paying $3.00 per pole per year now. He
has been in business several years, and his bank loan is
about 600/o paid off.

He has determined that his own pole plant will be con-
structed primarily on utility-grade poles, which he is pur-
chasing for $16.50 each. His freight cost per pole is $2.00.
He will set them for $7.00 each, a total investment of $25.50
per pole.

He has taken to his bank his financial data for the last
several years, and explained the problem. He makes a
particular point of the current $3.00 per pole annual rental,
which he has been p&yrtrg to the utility company since day
one.

His proposal to the bank is this; he will transfer off of the
utility poles as his own change-over moves along, and cease
paying the utility company as of the date he moves off their
pole. He will, however, continue paying the $3.00 per pole
annual rental, only now it will be a bank payment and not a
rental fee. The bank has agreed to arrange the operator's
loan so that he continues to pay the same fee for loan
repayment as he has been accustomed to paying for pole
rental. With bank interest, that works out to about nine
years of financing.

The operator holds the option (which he plans to exer-
cise) to step up his pole loan payments in another couple of
years, as soon as his primary system construction loan is
paid off. He has calculated that within four and one half
years, he will be free of his original construction loan ond
his pole loan.

The second plan involves solving the pole-ecology prob-
lem at the same time. As noted separately here, a new set
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of poles in town is not going to be easy to "sell," even il you
already have the right to do so under your franchise/per-
mit terms.

As noted elsewhere here, one of the major stumbling
blocks is the citylresident argument that another set of
poles will make the streets look like a picket fence. The
ecology argument held up the vital Alaskan pipeline for
nearly a decade, so don't under estimate its vote-power.

But there is today, another rather interesting situation
that virtually all cities find themselves in, called the cosh
crunch. Now if you take the full scope of your problems (i.e.
the utility rates are impossible, and they will result in
much higher cable rates very shortly, or in the alternative,
no cable service at all) to the city, you will at least have
their attention.

Explain that you now pay $3.00 ($5.00, etc.) per year for
your pole attachment rates and rights; but that you have
figured out that you can set your own poles and maintain
the cable rates near where they are now (plus insure that
they won't go up because of pole banditos), if you have
some help from the city. The help you want is the right to
set poles.

After working out your pole financing at your funding
source, throw in another $I.fi) per pole per year. Now take
that dollar to your city and say "in addition to paying you
our agteed to 3 (etc.) percent annual franchise fee, I also
am offering you $1.00 per pole location per year to rent
space, on the ground, in the easement itself, to install my
new pole". This becomes an additional cost to you, but it
may help persuade the city that your situation is one where
they can add some money to the city treasury. If they like
this idea, then you have just taken the argument away
from the ecology buffs and put it on a dollars and cents for
the city level.

T,f the ecology buffs are still strong, make a point that by
using your own poles, you will use (i.e. set, new) far fewer
poles per mile (like 22-32) than you are now attached to
with the utility; in effect, you will not double the number of
poles present. You will only raise the count by 50-75o/o.
That is an important point, and should not be overlooked.

I
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ing harassed and being placed
constantly on the defensive, How
do you compute the costs associ-
ated with forced-change overs
(i.e. the utility company decides
to change out a pole, gives you 48
hour notice that they will do so,
and you have to be on hand with
a crew to do your own changeov-
er at the same time)?

When you list all ol the true
costs of renting, you may be
shocked at how high they really
are. And one thing is for sure,
rental fees are going to continue
going up, both directly and indi-
rectly.

ing over his books in the dead of
night (probably by candle light)
searching f.or ong income areas
that are NOT pegged to the cost
of fuel; where cash can be
raised, quickly and painlessly,
without much public fuss. Pole
a t tachment  ra tes  may no t
amount to that much f.or thaL
many utilities, but their unregu-
lated status sticks out like a
broken generating station.

Because pole attachment in-
come is not regulated, it goes
in to utility company books as
net income. Sort of the same
way yellow page advertising

does for the telephone com-
pany. In short, raising an extra
couple of mil by increasing pole
attachment rates gets plugged
in down there where the PUC's
don't study it, but, where inves-
tors do.

And that is the key. Inues-
tors.

In spite of all of their noise
about being public and investor
owned, regional public power
utilities are just as concerned
about their investor image and
their stock prices on the stock
market as the average publicly
held CATV company executive

GETTING PERMISSION TO SET POLES

Some systems already have permission to set
poles. They can skip razosf of what follows. Other
systems have a shade of gray going for them; the
existing permit does not expressly permit setting
poles, nor does it prohibit it either. That needs to
be worked out in the positive before the first truck
load of poles show up in your town.

Still other systems have permits/franchises
which expressly prohibi.t poles. Some do so period.
Others d,o so unle,ss you obtain city approval for
eacD specific pole. We will assume here that if you
have or can get permission without re-opening your
city franchise or permit (i.e. asking it to be modified
to give you clear authority to set poles), that you
also will stop reading here.

Now what about the system that simply has a
permit/franchise that says "ondno neu) poles shall
be set. . .  ?"Period. These guys have got one big
problem.

A study done by CATA/CATJ indicates that
probably 25olo of.allsystems have such a problem. It
varies, with newer systems having newer per-
mits/franchises most often having a caveat aguinst
setting poles. Older systems almost universally
have the right today to do as they think best.

There are some states where there is question
as to whether the local municipality has the right
to grant CATV systems rights to set pol.es in the
easements. Such states routinely allow the munici-
palities to grant "air" easement rights, but pre-
clude the local authorities from granting local
ground-rights use for the easements. One solution
to this problem is to encourage your state legisla-
ture to modify the state statute that presently
takes that power away from the municipality.

Other than that specific problem, the right to
set a pole depends largely rrpon Aour abikty to sell
the municipal;itg on gour problern, and with your
proposed solution. One solution is to bargain with
the city; i.e. agtee to go underground in those
areas where the cost per mile does not erceed
what it wouid cost you per mile to set your own
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poles for the same stretch. Your real interest is to
avoid areas of town with an underground plant
where the streets and curbs and sidewalks are
paved from building edge to building edge; making
underground a very expensive proposition. This
usually means that in largely industrial and/or
business areas, you have costs involved in going
underground which you cannot afford. This is
where you want the city to understand your prob-
lem and let you go overhead with new poles of
your own.

On the other hand, in alley-fed residential areas,
and other areas where the cost of going under-
ground is very comparable to the cost of setting
your own poles (see Wat Should, it Cost To Set A
Polc?, elsewhere here), you are really better off
taking the money you have decided to spend get-
ting off of utility poles and going underground
anyhow. The problem zs an economic one, and z/
Aou cux accompltish your objectfires without spend-
ing any more money than you have to (i.e. under-
ground is equal to or even less than your own poles
overhead), then that is the utay to go.

If you take this combination approach (poles
where needed, otherwise underground), you will
often find the city interested in helping you solve
your problem. In fact, some systems CATJ talked
with have stayed underground in alley way areas,
but routinely come up "for air" at intersections,
and rather than bore under the street (at an aver-
age of $3.00 per foot up), they set two poles on
opposite sides of the street and cross over in the
air, then go back underground once on the oppo-
site side. Poles seem to be less obnoxious at inter-
sections (i.e. street corners) anyhow.

The important thing to remember when seeking
permission is that you have to maintain a serious,"we are doing everything we can to protect the
appearance of our city" approach and attitude.
Even if gou haue full, clearly spelled out rights to
set all of the poles you want to, right now, a good
appearing common-sense based approach to the
problem and a good public attitude are very impor-
tant-
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is. So here is a few hundred
thousand or a couple of mil of
extra net income that can be
dropped in where it will do the
most good; rtght close to the
bottom Line.

The hard nosed accounting
manager for the regional power
company knows this.

So it simply boils down to
stealing from the "rich" (that's
zs cable guys) and giving to the"poor" (that's the power utility).

And unfortunately, the power
companys  have man- in - the-
street logic on their side. For
example, euerAone ltnouts that
euerything is going zp in price.
I'he power companys in particu-
lar remind you of this everytime
you tune in a favorite show on
the telly which they sponsor.
This creates a climate for their
outrageous demands; a climate
of pre-conditioning. They figure
you won't absorb the added ex-
pense yourself. Sure, you'll
scream and holler about it, but
after you consider the alterna-
tives, give in and pay their new
rate, they figure you will figure
out some uay Lo go before your
city council and ask for (and re-
ceive thanks to public pre-condi
tioning) a rate increase based
upon your pole rate increase.
The pole companies don't reallg
care if. you do absorb the added
expense, you understand. They
don't even care whether the city
gives you one; prou,id.ed theg
get theirs. They figure your's is
your problem anyhow.

None of this of course attacks
the Iogic of raising rates for a
pole you have been on for ten
years, a pole set into the ground
twenty years ago, and a pole
that will stil l be sitting there
holding up wires twenty years
f rom now.  Which  t roub les
CATV people who think logical-
ly. This is not your basic logical
situation. Logic will win you no
points when it comes to arguing
a pole-rate-making situation be-
fore your city, state or federal
mediators.

In a word, you probably can-
not win. At least not in the final
analysis. Not unless Aou con,
proue the Harold, Farrout con-
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spiracg theory, which may be
difficult at best to do.

So if you can't win, what
then?

You can adopt the posture of
L.E. "Ed" Parsons in Astoria
and avoid these bandits like the
plague.

Going It Alone

Being free of the pole rate
bandits simply means being off
their poles. You have two
choices, go down under them or
go along side of them. Going un-
der them will have to wait; our
interest at this point is consider-
ing the economics of going along
side.

Separately here we address
ourselves to the very real prob-
lems of getting city permission
to set your own poles. From this
point on, we assume you have it
or can get it.

Poles, Freight and Labor

When Aou come along as a
renter, you attach to a pole that
is already in the ground. That is,
admittedly, some convenience.
But for that you of course "pay
the pr ice."

Let's look at what it costs to
get that pole into the ground, so
it is ready f.or gou to do yow
strand and cable stringing num-
ber.

The Pole -There is only
slightly more to selecting a polb
than meets the eye. The impor-
tant pole parameters are:

( I )  H e i g h t - S e e m i n g l y  t h e
pole needs to be tall enough
that when it is in the
ground a safe distance to
hold it upright (under
strand-stress), the top ofthe
pole will be sufficiently
above ground to allow you
to run your Iines a safe dis-
tance above the streets.
Taunt spans and slack
spans must be considered,
and we'll have more to say
about that shortly.

(2) Stoutness-The pole needs
to be strong enough to
stand up to strand-stress
(usually applied at or near

!h" top) without giving.
Po les  are  conven ien t lv"classed" by their dimen-
sions at the top of the pole,
which allows you to judge
the pole stoutness vs. pole
cost quickly,

(3) Treatment-Poles are a
sufficient problem that you
want to put them in and
forget them. The Tele-
phone companies common-
ly employ a 27.5yeardepre-
ciation schedule and you
may also want to u." ihi"
program. In any case, if the
pole is not properly treated,
it won't last nearly as long
as you would like, or 27.5
years either.

Let's start at the beginning.
Poles are grown to be poles. Yel-
low pine is a common base ma-
terial, but by no means the only
material poles start from. The
pole as a tree is cut down, and
hauled to a processing plant.
There they are clean-peeled,and
seasoned (i.e. allowed to sit out
in the environment and dry out).

Then the pole is treated. Now
there are two commonly em-
ployed treating techniques. One
involves merely dipping the sea-
soned pole into a vat or contain-
er of treating compound. This
procedure coats the surface of.
the pole, and in some instances a
fraction of an inch or so deep
with treating compound. That
protects the surface, but it does
nothing for the interior wood on
the pole.

The preferred method is
called pressure treating. In a
typical pressure treating opera-
tion the treating material is no.
1 creosote oil or pentachloro
phenol. By applying the treat-
ing material under pressure, the
liquid treatment is forced into
the pores of the wood. If suffi-
cient pressure is applied, the
treating material soaks not only
into the pores of the wood, but
clear through the pole. So that
were you to cut the pole in half
after treatment, you would find
that the treating material was
all the way down to the core of
the pole. The logic of all of this is
that when the creosote or other

--!1---
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treating material finds its waY
clear into the core, the PoIe is
protected against rotting at anY
point, including from the inside
out.

Pressure treatment is mea-
sured by "pounds of retention
per one cubi,c foot of Polc mater-
iat." A pole that has a sPecifica-
tion of "8 pound treatment" will
have 8 pounds of treating liquid
retained (i.e. absorbed and held)
by one cubic foot of the Pole
wood proper.

Cresote, the most common
treating compound, is a coal tar
product made up from approxi-
mately 50 different chemical
compounds. The effectiveness of
the mixture comes from the
highly toxic agents in the com-
pounds; which individually or
collectively are deadly to wood
destroying insects and fungi. A
pole that has been creosote trea-
ted has a characteristic black,
oily appearance.

Pentachlorophenol, or "pen-

ta" for short, is primarily a
heavy concentration of penta-
chlorophenol dissolved in num-
ber 2 fuel oil. Number two fuel
oil is of course a petroleum prod-
uct, and thus has been subject to
the recent dramatic price rises
attendant to all oil base Prod-
ucts. Wood that is Pressure
treated with oil-borne Penta
preservative offers protection
against both decay and insect at-
tack.

In summary for treatment, a
dip-treated-pole is not a good
choice. It is often and in fact
usually less expensive to buy
initinlly, but, it is not going to
Iast as long. How much shorter a
time it will last depends largely
on u:here it is utilized. Moist,
damp climates shorten the life.
So too would the unkkely bom-
bination of a heavy, damp fog
that soaked deeply into the dip
treated pole with air-borne mois-
ture, followed closely (while the
guts of the pole were still wet)
with a hard,, heaug freeze.

Penta or creosote pressure
treated poles last longer. There
is some debate as to which of-
fers the best bargain. Power
and telephone utilities seem to
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DIAGRAM I
use both. Penta poles, because
of  the i r  o i l -base car ry ing
mechanism for the penta itself,
are likely to go up in price faster
than creosote treated poles in
the near term. Pressure treated
poles should be bought based
upon the amount of retained
treatment per cubic foot of Pole.
An 8 pound treatment is consid-
ered adequate by most users; 10
is perhaps a luxury and it cer-
tainly is more expensiue.

Returning now to the Pole
proper, let's talk about pole clas-
sifications. The pole manufac-
turing people generally agree on
something called "Class Poles".
These are poles which have cer-

Per A.S.A.  05.1-1963 for  Southern

Pole Class

tain minimum top circumference
and minimum top diameters.
See Diagram one.

Poles are generally classed
between one and ten. The smal-
ler the number in the classifica-
tion process, the "stouter" the
pole. Class l poles are monsters,
class 10 poles are strictly for
pole vaulting. See table 3 here
for a break down of what deter-
mines what class a pole falls in-
to.

Table 3 is a mi,nimum set of
circumference and diameters for
"Class" poles. These are stan-
dards f.or the pole manufactur-
ing industry, adopted in 1963. It
is important when ordering
poles to know from your particu-
lar supplier how he arrives at
his "Class" pole determinations.
If the supplier follows the guide-
lines of "A.S.A. 05.1-1963" (for
Southern Pine poles, for exam-
ple), you are getting what You
probably want.

Table 4 is a table based prz-
marily upon table 3, only thzs
table has been prepared bY a
pole supplier (Weyerhaeuser
Company). As you can see, Wey-
erhaeuser erceeds (in this table
supplied to us) in their outn min-

fl
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CLASS POLES _

BASED ON MINIMUM

rcLE TOP DIAMETER,

ANO,  CIRCUMFEAENCE

TABLE  THREE -  POLE  CLASSIF ICAT IONS

One
Two
Three
Fou r
Five
S i x
Seven
N ine
t e n

Min. Top Diameter

8.59"
7.96"
7.32"
6.68"
6.05"
5.42"
4.78"
4 .78
3.81  "

Pine poles, the fol lowing standards apply

Min. Top Circumference

27"
25"
23"
21"
19"
l  a t t

t c

15"
1 2 "

TABLE  FOUR _  WEYERHAEUSER SPECIF ICAT IONS

Per Weyerhaeuser Company (Box B,  Tacoma, Washington 98401) speci f  icat ions
for  their  own poles:

Pole Length Class Five Class Six Class Seven

25 Foot
C i r .
D ia .

3O Foot
Cir .
D ia .

35 Foot
Cir .
D ia .

40 Foot
C i r .
D i r .

25.5"
8 . ' l  1 "

27 .5"
8.75"

29"
9.23"

31"
9.87"

23"  21  .5"
1.32" 6.84"

25" 23.5"
7.95" 7.48"

27" 25"
8.59" 7.95"

28.5" n/avai lable
9.O7" n/avai lable

CATJ for
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imum standards the A.S.A. 05.1
spec by quite a little bit. In oth-
er words, A.S.A. 05.1 is a bare
minimum; you may find that
your own supplier will give you
stouter poles for your money (or
the same money) than the
A.S.A. 05.1 spec calls for. The
pole business, like any other, is
competitive. Oh yes, we have no
idea what happened to Class 8
poles; they simply don't appear
in tables anymore and we sus-
pect they suffered the same fate
as the 13th floor on hotels.

Note in table 4 that as the
poles get longer, the Class sys-
tem sizes change also. For ex-
ample, because nobody would
have any real use (in quantity)
for a 65 foot pole that had a 3.81
inch top diameter, there is no
such thing as a class 10/65 foot
pole.

Note however that you can
buy a class 10 (9, 7, etc.) 25 foot
pole. Which immediately raises
the question what class do you
buy if you are using a truck load
or two of 25 foot poles? Obvious-
ly, the stouter the pole the more
it costs. Poles, when all is said
and done, are sold (and shipped)
by uteight more than anything
else. An 8 pound treated 25 foot
class 1 pole weighs 990 pounds;
an 8 pound treated 25 foot class
10 pole weighs 235 pounds. One
you move with a crane, while the
other two men and a small ilog
can lift into a hole.

A 990 pound 25 foot pole (1)
holds more treating material, (2)
has more cubic wood volume, (3)
requires fewer poles per 40,000
pound truck load, and (4) re-
quires much heavier equipment
to move around once you get it
to your site. So the CATV user
needs to look closely at what it
is he wants his poles to do, and
then weigh the various factors
involved.

For some guidanee, most
CATV companies CATJ talked
with are buying class 6 and7 /25
foot poles (with 8 pound treat-
ment). A class 6 pole, 25 feet,
weighs 422 pounds. A class ?
pole, 25 feet, weighs 344 pounds.
That 78 pound difference can be
a bunch if you have to manhan-
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dle a bunch of poles into their
final resting place. More about
that shortly.

Pole Length Class

25 Foot 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

1 0
30 Foot 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I

35 Foot 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

TABLE FIVE - WEIGHT vs. TREATMENT

foot utility pole that the suppli
er guarantees will not have a
smaller top diameter than 4.78

8 Lb. Treat 10 Lb, Treat

Note: Bold face indicates pole types most commonly utilized
by CATV systems.

1 026 Lbs.
841
699
594
508
437
357
300
244

1327
1121
955
8 1 3
684
570
471
385't624

1 392
1197
1041
893
769
670

inches or a top circumference of
less than 15 inches (see table 3).
This sounds very much like a
class 7/9 pole according to table
3. And you can buy a "utility"
(etc.) grade pole by specifying
not only the minimum diameter
and top circumference but also
the treatment. Order an 8 pound
penta treatment, for example.

So, if you can order "utility"
(rigging, barn, etc.) grade poles
with the same size, length and
treatment specs as a "class
grade" pole, what is the differ-
ence? Money, and something
subjective called quality. CATJ
found that "utility" (etc.) grade
poles often run 10-30o/o less
rnoneA per pole than "class
grade poles". That is a bunch of
money, and it quickly becomes
obvious why 28 of 40 systems
CATJ talked with are buying
the non-class grade poles.

There has to be a eatch, right?
There zs. That subjective thing
called quality involves the num-
ber of knots in the pole (too
many knots, and a pole that
would normally qualify as a"class grade pole" becomes a"utility" 

[etc.] grade pole.), and
the straightness of the pole.
Now straight is important. No-

990 Lbs.
8 1 1
674
573
490
422
344
289
235

1280
1082
921
784
660
550
4il
371

1 567
1 343
1 1 5 5
1 004
8162
742
646

Table 5 here shows the differ-
ences in weight for 25, 30, and
35 foot poles of classes 1 through
10 (9 for 30 feet, 7 for 35 feet)
with 8 and 10 pound protection
treatments.

Not all poles being utilized by
CATV systems are "Class
Poles". In fact, of some 40 CATV
systems CATJ talked with, we
found 28 who are not using"class poles". The alternative is
a lower grade pole that is known
throughout the pole industry by
a number of. differenf names.
Some suppliers (Weyerhaeuser
for example)call this next lower
grade of pole a "Utility Grade"
pole. This is confusing because
people who ask about quotations
for "Utility poles" may think
they are getting the same poles
that ow frinnd,s the "utility com-
panies" are using. Not so. . .
Other suppliers call the same
lower grade poles "Construction
poles", "barn poles" and "rig-
ging poles" and "fence poles"
(not to be confused with fence
posts).

You can buy (and many sys-
tems do) "utility grade poles"
that are sized just the way that"class poles" are sized. For ex-
ample, you can purchase a 25
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body wants a pole with a 30 de-
gree list unless it happens to be
going at a point where a heavy
back guy is required! Determin-
ing when a pole that you bought.
as a "utility" grade pole is foo
crooked for your own use in
CATV is something that we
can't do for you, or help you
with. In talking with systems
buying truck load lots of utilitY
grade poles, we did learn that on
the average in a truck load lot of
say 110 poles, the CATV opera-
tor find 1 to 3 poles per-truck'
load which he wishes were not
there. If these poles are simPIY
not useable, period, then what-
ever you paid for 110 poles (i-e.
price per pole) just went zP bY
from 1/110th to 3/110ths Per
pote. On the other hand, most of
the operators who have exPeri-
ence with these crooked Poles
say that overall they uerg sel'
dom find one that theY cannot
use "someplnce". There is al-
ways the end of an alleyway, or
a run through a field from the
headend to the right of waY
where these 1-3 poles per load

can be used.
A word of caution, however.

If you are not familiar with your
pole source, and you think utili
ty grade poles (or whatever
name they are called) sound
good to you, it might pay to
make a trip to the plnnt at the
outset to inspect the first load of
poles coming your way. Or, to
arrange "return privileges with
the supplier" if you end up with
poles that simply don't fit the
experience of others who have
repor ted  the i r  f ind ings  to
CATJ.

Summarizing the non-class
grade poles; you can buy a "utili-

ty" (or other name) non-class
grade pole for lcss moneg.It can
be bought with the same "class

specs" as you would specify with
a class grade pole (i.e. order
Clnss 6, 25 foot, utility grade
poles, 8 pound creosote treated'. 

. . for eiample). What you give
up is a subjective measure of
straightness and what you gain
are more knots (or a combina-
tion of the two). Such a Pole
would be called a cull-out in oth-

er businesses. It is sort of like
buying 26 dB return loss .412
cable on a special price in the
CATV business.

The Freight-Once the poles
are bought, your next problem
is getting them from where they
are to where you want them.
There are three ways to do this,
four if you are near a river. You
can ship them by truck (with
trailer of course), by flat car or
by gondola car. If you are near a
river and the supplier is also,
you might barge them in.

Getting the poles to you is a
double edged sword. Poles, Iike
most everything else hauled
these days, go by weight. In the
case of truck load lots, you get
from 40,000 to 45,000 pounds of
poles per load. Going back to ta-
ble 5, if you ordered a load of 25
foot class 6 poles, 8 pound trea-
ted, you have an average per
pole weight of. 422 pounds. That
works out to 95 poles for a
40,000 pound load up to 107
poles for a 45,000 pound load.

Now suppose you ordered 25
foot, class ? poles. TheY weigh

The Non-Class Pole

When you start studying carefully the ins and outs of
non-standard poles, you quickly determine that standards
are a good thingl Probably the pole manufacturing indus-
try had the same problems until the A.S.A' (ANSI) stan-
dards were adopted some years ago.

Not all suppliers have non-class poles available. One
Rocky Mountain supplier told us "Oh, you want cull-out
poles?" We said "yes". He responded "we don't have any of
those. . .if the pole does not make the class standards, we
slab the pole for lumber. . . . "

Another supplier, in the Atlantic Coast region said "Yes,

we have done business with CATV companies in the past.
Most of them buy our building poles." We asked if those
were the same as 'construction poles', 'barn poles,' 'utility

poles', etc.
"Yes, but everyone calls them something different."
And that they do. What you want, when you are looking

for less expensive poles than "class poles" are poles that
cull out of the class process. Some plants, like the Rocky
Mountain area plant that slabs these poles for board foot
lumber, might be talked into selling them to you, with
penta or creosote treatment, if you know what you want
and agree to take a sufficient quantity to cause them to
re-direct their processing procedures.

The utility companies simply won't look at or buy these
non-class poles. They want the Grade A number one expen-
sive poles. And because most pole manufacturers sell poles
primarily to utility companies, it just never occurs to them
that somebody running "utility-type-lines" might be in the
market for something else. You, as a prospective customer
for these "culls" have a small selling job to do in advance of
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getting your quotation. And, you would be well advised in
many cases to make a trip to the prospective supplier to
see what the "cull poles" look like; especially if you have no
other operator around your area who has purchased non-
class poles from the particular supplier you are talking to,
and has been satisfied with the results.

Because the pole manufacturers are geared up to pro-
vide largely class poles, many, like the Rocky Mountain
manufacturer, simply do not maintain moderate (or large)
supplies of non-class poles. Again, many of these divert
theie cull-out poles for other manufacturing processes. And,
again, most or many can be talked into re-directing their
cull-out poles if you show them you are serious about
taking them off of their hands; as culls.

What about costs?
This is one of those apples and oranges situations. Lack-

ing hard and fast standards, what one supplier calls a cull
another one might not ship. We have attempted to cut
through this fog, but must point out that we were not able
to visit and inspect the non-class poles being quoted. So
buyer beware, or caveat emptor at least the first time
around.

By regions of the United States, we found the following:

Resion: 25' lC6 fl 25' lC7 l*l 30' /C6 (*) 30'/C7 (*)

At l an t i c  $20 .13 N /A  $25 .13  N /A
$16 .50  25 .00  N /AMidwest

Southern
N /A
23 .50 20.50 30.50 $28.50

Rocky Mnts.  25.32 N/A 39.42 N/A

The usual rules of shipping by weight and 8 pound penta
or creosote treatment apply to these poles as well.

*-Poles are not class poles; but have top diameter and
circumference specifications equivalent to C6 and C7 poles.

CATJ for



344 pounds each. That means
116 poles for a 40,000 pound load
up to 130 poles for a 45,000
pound load.

The trucking outfit doesn't
care how many poles you get for
the load; he charges so much per
100 pounds of load anyhow. But
you may care, if everything else
is equal, beeause if the charge is
the same for 95 poles as 116
poles, you obviously have more
freight-per-pole with the heavi-
er poles.

Going to the trucking indus-
try, CATJ has determined the
approrimate rate per pole for
trucking a full load of poles
(45,000 pounds) over various
distances. Here is how it works
out:

TABLE SIX -  FREIGHT PER POLE

25'lC7 30'�/C6

Distance
Trucked

100 M. $1.46 $2.79
200 M. 2.OO 3.49
400 M. 3.75 6.54
700 M. 4.41 7.68

By the time you get beyond
700 miles, the rate for freight-
per-pole begins to climb rapidly.
If you have to go beyond 700
miles, it may be that you need to
locate a closer pole supplier.

One more point about pole
weight. Yes, class 6 poles, 25
foot, weigh more than class 7
poles, 25 foot. So they therefore
cost more to buy and they cost
more to have delivered, per
polc. So too does the weight per
pole change with the number of
pounds of retention of treating
material. There is a 15 pound
difference, for erampln, in per-
pole-weight for 25 foot, class 6
poles treated respectively with
8 pound treat and 10 pound
treat. Heavy treating retention
means more treatment material
per pole (and therefore higher
per pole cost from the manufac-
turer), and, it means higher per
pole freight costs.

The basic minimum truck load
weight is 40,000 pounds while
the basic maximum truck load
weight is 45,000 pounds (per
load). Over on the freight car
side, which we did not price for
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distance because of confusing
freight transfer situations (the
cost of transferring from one line
to another), the basic minimum
freight car load weight is 40,000
pounds while the basic maxi-
mum single car load weight is
120,000 pounds.

What is most surprising about
shipping rates is that normally
you can ship via truck-freight
(on a full load basis) for no more
than (and often less than) the
amount it costs to ship via rail.

The key is to order a full load
(i.e. 40-45,000 pounds) at a time.

Pole Constractian Techtt;iques

When you start off on an al-
ready installed utility (i.e. Telco,
power) pole plant, you don't
have many options as to which
poles you will use. You might
bypass a pole now and again,
but in the main you use all of the
poles the utility companies use.

On the other hand, when you
set your own poles, clean as it
was without any particular exis-

ting pre-conditions, the facts are
that you co:n ltse fewer poles per
mile than the utility companies
do. For example, two CATV
construction firms completed a
survey of existing pole plants in
four existing CATV towns this
past summer. Bu,rnup ond Sims
studied CATV pole useage in
Stockton, California and Hia-
leah, Florida. Jackson Commun-
icatinn studied existing CATV
plants in Auburn, Indiana and
Manahawkin, N.J.

In Stockton and Hialeah,
Burnup and Sims found that by
using the some strond lnEout al-
ready'inuse (i.e. the strand that
had been originally dictated by
the presence of the utility com-
pany poles), and by marimizing
the length of cabln spans (i.e.
placing poles only where safe
design practices dictated a sup-
port pole), the total number of
poles that these two systems
would utilize would be 27-22
poles per mile; vs. 39 to 41"joint-use" poles. To be able to
maximize (i.e. lengthen) strand

TREATED ve. UNTREATED and the ARABS

The penta or creosote treatment technique adds some cost to
the basic po1es. Obviously, you would not seiiously consider instal-
Iing poles that will not last at least twenty years; untreated poles
will not.

So what is the price differential?
One supplier, loc-ated in Washington State, told us "We will sell

your members Class 7 /25 foot cedar poles for $11.50 each, FOB our
yard. Or, class 725 foot white pine poles for $16.50 each, FOB our
yard". Our pulse quickened. With trepedation. we asked, "this
includes penta or creosote treatine...?""No. tf,at comeg extra". 

'

How nuch extra is $25.50 per pole for treated class 725 foot
cedar poles and $31.50 for cliss i/25 Loot white pine poles. Or,
$14.fi) per pole for cedar and $15.fi) per pole for white pine; for the
10 pound, treotment he was quoting.

It would seem that the cost of treatins the pole. then. is rouehlv
equal to the cost of the bare pole. NowI. . if sbmebody could c6mL
up with an effective, less expensive method of treating the poles,
we could really shave pole costs!

As we talked with pole manufacturers throughout the country
we always asked "What about pole availability?" Most said the-y
saw no problems (see separate report here) but one said "Of cours-e
we have the Arab problem". To which we responded "you mean
with the oil base for the treating compound?"

That is not what he meant. It sdems that with many millions of
the PetroDollars going into Arabian countries, the Arab nations
are coming back shopping for new, sophisticated, modern-day
land-line communication systems. It further seems that at least a
few of the pole suppliers are quoting large lots of certain range
poles; you guessed it, class 7/25 and class 6/30 footers."Ifthey decide to go ahead in 1976, we expect a run on poles and
a dramatic increase in pole prices through the whole Country,"
noled one suppller,
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spans, Burnup and Sims de-
signed around 30 foot, class 6
poles.

It is worth noting that if the
Burnup and Sims findings trans-
late to other communities, that
at 22 poles per mile, using the 30
foot class 6 poles, the CATV
company would cost cut its caPi-
tal pole cost (for the poles alone)
to $620.40 per mile, based upon
a per-pole-cost of $28.20 each at
the pole plant (more about that
elsewhere, here).

In Auburn and Manahawkin,
Jackson Communication found
that if the CATV plant were laid
out based upon strand routing
onlg where CATV strand was
needed (i.e. in lieu of being
forced to follow the existing
joint-util ity strand routes), that
the average savings were as fol-
lows:

(1) Rather than 40* poles per
mile contacted, the two
plants averaged 32 poles
per mile, using 25 foot clnss
7 pol.es. No study was made
of a 30 foot class 6 approach
to the same plants, but one
must osszm e that if the
Burnup and Sims numbers
translate well, that this
would indicate that with
larger, taller poles the
CATV plants in Auburn
and Manahawkin would al-
so drop to 22 per mile.

(2) And, by using their own
poles, located where safe
design dictated a pole loca-
tion, and where CATV
routes were based upon
CATV-need only, the total
strand plant mileage was
reduced by an average of
7olo.

So it would appear that there
is more to setting one's own
poles than simply getting out of
the way of the pole-attachment-
banditos. There are very sub-
stantial initial plant savings;
perhaps savings that would irz
some situatfons more than equal
the going in initial cost of using
joint-utility poles.

The arithmetic might work
this way.

(A) Cost of installed plant mile
-on joint-use poles
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. . . $5.000.00
(Not including pole re-ar-
rangement costs)
Zolo-of which is $350.00
Cost of poles alone, using
30 foot, class 6 poles per
Burnup and Sims study. . .
. . . . $ 6 2 0 . 4 0 .
Cost of poles less strand
mileage savings
. . . . $ 2 7 0 . 4 0

Of course we still have addi-
tional pole costs of a freight and
labor to install the poles. On the
other hand, we still have with
the joint-use approach the cost
of re-arrangements and the an-
nual rental. Foreaer.

In most states the CATV com-
pany with the lncal authority to
set his oum polns is required to
stay some safe distance awaA
from the physical joint-utility
pole. This distance varies from
L8 inches to 30 inches in most
areas; which means, per Dia-
gram 2 that you must set your
own pole no closer to the exist-
ing pole than that "safe dis-
tance". The distance is primarily
to allow safe pole climbing.

SIATE PFESCRIBED
"SAFE DISTANCE'

{TYPICALLY 18/S")

DIAGRAM 2

You have three choices in se-
Iecting a location for a pole when
your pole line run must go down
the some sid.e of the street or
all.egwag as the existing utility.

(1) You can set your pole Plant
behind the joint-use Pole
(i.e. further back from the
street or alleyway edge);

(2) You can set exactly in ltine

with the existing pole line;
(3) You can set in front of the

existing pole line (i.e. clos-
er to the street or alleyway
than the existing poles).

See Diagram 3.

(B)
(c)

EAsEMENT AREA -- '
I

(D)

JOINT

UTIL ITY

EXISTING TELCO\_r..-
O*

EXISTING TELCO\r-
O' 

"'""otu

DIAGRAM 3

When you set behind the ex-
isting pole line, you have a prob-
lem with pulling your own
strand and cable through their
drops. Since they service back
into the lot from their lines, you
find yourself constantly going
over, around and through drop
lines. This obviously slows down
construction, which drives con-
struction costs up. It also pre-
sents some safety problems
with power drops that run lower
than they should.

When you sit in line with their
poles, you have to go through
their poles to make your pole
contacts. This doesn't work, so
you offset with an arm to the
rear (which creates the problem
of going through their drops) or
to the front. Offsetting to the
front (street or alley side) is the
preferable direct ion because
you have a minimum number of
their drops, lines and wires to
cross over, around or through.

When you sit ouL in front of.
their poles with your polcs, you
may often be pushing the outer
extremity of the easement re-
gion. That is, you may be out of
the easement and into the

( A )

NEW

( 9 =

6)

@

Cont inued p9  40
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Class poles, with 8 (or 10) pound treatment, are the most
prefe_med poles for a CATV system setting its own poles. As
noted her6, they do cost mbre money,"but, thei have a
pr rre.rreq poles lor a uA l v system settul
noted her6, they do cost mbre money, they have a
certain amount of addedrtain amount of added respectability going for them.

Pole sources are not identified in this report. However,

CLASS POLES_WIIAT THEY COST

Pole Source
Location

you cannot, then we suggest you contact Celeste Rule at
CATJ for whatever assistance we may be able to give.

25'� lC6 25'� lC7 30'�/C6 fi' lC7
systems wishing to make further inquiry may do so by
contacting Celeste Rule at CATJ (405/947-4717; or o/o
CATJ, Suite 106,4209 NlvV 23rd, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73107) for the pole supplier closest to you. Additional pole
quotes are arriving weekly, and they are also changing at
press time. CATA/CATJ has attempted to get quotes good
for a90/120 days from the date of quotation. Most quota-
tion dates are around October first, and would therefore be
good until the first of the year through the first of February.

The.se p1i""r are presented primarily os a guide; al-
though they are legitimate quotations and genuine offers
to sell at the prices quoted to CATA/CATJ. It may well be
that you can do es well or better on your own. However, if

Maryland $23.95 $21.76
Mississippi $24.50 $21.50
Arkansas $20.45 $18.40
Minnesota $25.60 $21.90
Arizona nla $24.22
Wyoming nla $29.72
Washington (state) $29.50 $27.25

$31.36  $27.13
$31 .50 nla
$28.20 $23.00
$37.25 nla
$37.66 nla
$43.15  n la
$39.60 nla

Additionally, CATJ has located a northern Texas source
of in-stock big jobs up to 90 feet in height. We mention this
because such poles are often difficult to locate. and are
suitable for both difficult installations (such as crossing a
wide river bed), and, are ideal for many headend anten-na
installations.

WIIAT SHOULD IT COST TO SET A POLE? Thus we have a basic 921.00 per hour cost, divided by
three poles, or $7.00 per pole. If management can keep an
eye on these guys and not spend their full time doing it, the
beet low-bid price of 912.00 per pole set is still 98.00 per
pole above the $?.00 per pole'your-cost' priee tag.

Let's look at two total-in the ground situations. We'll add
up the cost ofthe pole (worst case and best case from table
presented elsewhere here for class poles [utility grade
poles would be lowerl), shipping for a 200 mile distlnce,
and the eost of setting the pole at $7.00 per pole, and see
where we end up.

Along with locating a reliable pole source, and getting
the pole freighted into where you want it, the next problem
is getting it installed in the ground. The mechanics of that
are covered separately. Now, what should you expect to
budget for such an operation?

Elsewhere in this report it is noted that systems CATJ
surveyed and talked with indicate that a three man crew,
intent upon what they are doing, should average three
poles per hour or 24 per eight hour day, if they are proper-
ly equipped and supplied.

There are two options to setting poles; one is to hire it
done, and the next is to hire your own people and do it
yourself.

Suppose you hire the whole job done. What is a fair
price?

CATJ has uncovered prices that go upwards of $80.00
per pole, for the labor of hauling the pole from your pole
yard to the site, digging the hole, and shoving the pole into
the hole. That kind of pricing, naturally, can put a big
crimp in how you approach the pole setting prbblem. 

-

On the other hand, CATJ wos able to secure quotations
from severol midwestern and southwestern firms that
ranged from $12.00 to $15.00 per pole, set for you.
, Seemingly, it could be done for even less money if you
did it yoursell. Afterall, anyone you hire to do the work
must make a profit to be in business. Where possible, you
could pocket that profit yourself. The trade off is that you
have to fool with the watchdogging of the job. It all boils
down to what you determine your own time is worth.

CATJ checked over the in-house cost figures for several
systems doing the work on their own. It averaged as fol-
lows:

Per Hour
Foreman(work ing)  . . . . . .$b.00
Two helpers . $2.00 ($8.b0 each)
Pick-up truck, tractor pro-rated over 1,000

poles and resale value at end of job . . $4.S0

Cost Cat€gory

Basic pole
Freight  (200 m.)
Setting Cost

25'lC7 {Arkansas} 25'lC7 (Wyomingl

$29.72
2.00
7.00

$18.40
2.00
7.00

Total Per Hour
*-(Includes replacement auger bits)
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$27.40 $38.72

At 32 poles per mile (based upon study by Jackson
Communications), this works out to $8?6.80 per mile for
the Arkansas source poles and $1239.04 per mile for the
Wyoming source poles, using the 25 foot, class 7 poles.
Again, recall that non-class poles cost lees than the figures
here.

Given the 27.5 year depreciation schedule practiced by
the utility companies, and assuming that it may cost you 50
cents per pole per year for insurance (if you decide to
insure them; most do not) and general record keeping, we
have in 27.5 years $27.40 plus 913.75 (insurance, etc.) in-
vested per pole for Arkansas source poles and $38.75 plus
$13.75 for Wyoming source poles. This works out to $41.15
for 27.5 years of a pole (Arkansas source) to $52.47 fior 27.5
years of a pole (Wyoming source). And that is 91316.80 per
mile for Arkansas source poles to $1679.04 for Wyoming
souree poles, again, for 27.5 years.

In terms of the annualized cost to you, less the coet of the
money you borrowed to put the poles into your ground
initially, it works out to $1.496 (3636 etc.) per pole per yea,r
for Arkansas source and $1.9080 (etc.) per pole for Wyom-
ing source.

And this is for exclusive use of the whole pole, not a
mere one foot or so as you would otherwise (or now) rent
from the friendly bandito utility.

(per hour)
Running expenses for crew
Insurance, miscellaneous (*) $2.00

$21.00
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street. It is the easiest plnce to
s'if, however, because your pole
and its lines are on the street or
alley side and that means you
never have to work through ot
around them. This has the same
practical affect of being in ltine
with their poles with your poles,
but you avoid having to use side
arms to suspend your cable.

Side arms are an extra ex-
pense, and, they increase your
problems with pulling up strand
tension. Even the best sidearms
tend to giue under strand ten-
sion when you pull up on the
strand, and this can cause the
pole to twist in its hole (i.e. ro-
tate on its base axis) or if the
pole won't move, the sidearm
may buckle when somebody
get's careless while strand ten-
sioning.

Setting The Pol.e

Most  sys tems Purchas ing
poles have the truck lot loads
delivered to their own work
vards and then poles are drawn
irom that location for each work
day.

Some systems have devel-
oped programs whereby a single
man is assigned the duty, work-
ing from a construction maP, o{
outfitting each pol,e, uith hard'
ware while the pole is still on
the ground at the work yard.
This means that the poles are
tagged as to their hardware
type and prospective location,
and the pole setting crew takes
with it (in each poleJoad) the
poles called out by the construc-
tion drawings. Systems who do
this clnim sauings of several dol-
lars per pole in installing hard-
ware, based, they say, on being
able to semi "mass-produce"

pole attachment hardware in-
stallations on the ground. This,
they say, saves having to run a
hardware instal lat ion crew
down the pole line after the pole
setting crew has made its Pass.
The savings come, they claim,
by being able to install the hard-
ware with one man, and no ele-
vation equipment (bucket truck,
etc.). It makes sense, and cer-
tainly has merit. The trade off is
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the extra time required to de-
sign a work program that in-
sures that the pole setting crew
always has available to them the
properlE outfitted pol,es in ad'
utnce of their needing the poles,
and then policing the system, to
be sure it is working.

Most systems CATJ talked
with told us that a three mon
cre'u), properly outfitted, can be
expected to set an auerage of 3
polns per hou,r or 24 per daE.
The key, they say, is being prop-
erlg outfitted lo do the work,
and to have the proper equip-
ment on hand when the crew
needs it.

There are four main consider-
ations with setting a pole.

(ll The hol'e lncati'on-not all
holes are going to be so lo-
cated that you can get to
them conveniently. This
means that if you are rely-
ing on a piece of heavy
equipment to dig the hole
initially, you have to be
flexible enough to insure
that where the location is
not convenient, that the
crew has an al ternate
method of digging the hole
in a humy.

Many sys tems have
equipped a farm tractor,
such as an older model 8N
or 9N Ford, with an auger /
post hole digging attach-
ment. Because the tractor
has a power take off to run
the auger blade and to lift
the auger into position (and
out of the hole when com-
pleted), the major portion
of the effort here is getting
the tractor into position.

One system operator we
talked to, who is working in
soil that has a high percen-
tage of shale rock, told us
he had outfitted the rear of
t h e a u g e r w i t h a 6 x 6
plank. While one man oper-
ates the auger/traetor, the
other  two men c l imb
aboard (i.e. on top of) the
plank that protrudes away
from the back of the traetor
ouer the top of. the auger.
"When the going gets

. rough these two pole set-

ting crew people merely
hop on board the plank and
hop up and down; that
helps the auger get
through the rocky soil and
we cut tough hole digging
time in half that way. . . ."

Most pole digging crews
also haue a portable one or
two man motor driven aug-
er along with them. These
units, available commer-
cial ly f rom $300.00 to
$500.00, depending uPon
hole diameter and depth,
have their own 2 or 4 cycle
gasoline driven engines. In
average type soil the speed
of this rig is about the same
as the tractor/auger aP-
proach; a hole in around 2-3
minutes time or less. They
are man-beating machines
however and systems who
have tried to use this ap-
proach exclusively report
"by the end of the day the
crew may be down to less
than two poles per hour
with this hand (motor driv-
en) auger. In the lnng run,
this is more expensive than
starting out with a trac-
tor".

Of course lhere are many
auger attachments for
many of the bucket truck
rigs commonly found in
CATV circles. However,
the trucks are often too big
to be maneuverable where
they are needed most, and
it seems a crime to tie up a
$10,000/$20,000.00 truck to
dig holes.

Finally, in a moment of
despera t ion ,  a  sys tem
would revert to the tried
and true post hole digger
(muscle power) digging
technique.

(21 Tronsporting the pole-
Getting the pole to the de-
sired location is the next
problem. Many systems
have designed special pole
haulingtrailers; one such is
shown here. The basic de-
sign criteria seems to be to
have a lightweight trailer
that folds up to a smaller
size when not needed for
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NO CATJ READER CONTEST THIS MONTH .  .
In the August CATJ we inaugurated our CATJ READ-
ER C0NTEST and readers Thomas Bethel (Mt. Kis-
co, N.Y.) and Dennis Tret iak (Regina, Sask.) each
won a Mid State Communications Model RD-1 Radia-
tion Detector. In the September CATJ we reviewed

woodrowMcHargue the MiCrOwaVe Fil ter COmpany MOdel 2903 Co-
Milan Cablevision, Inc.
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CANADA
GaryRahn Last month, in 0ctober. we reviewed the T0MC0Sauseen-relecabre, Ltd' Model SR-1000 headend signal processor; the win-
Hanover, ontario ner wil l  be announced in the December CATJ. Next

month, we return to our contests again. This month,
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DEEEmher GATJ
Planneil lor

1) FREOUENCY MEASUREMENTS -
What do you have to do for this new-
this-year FCC Compliance test? Do
you need to purchase new equipment?
How do you make these tests? CATJ
has the answers.

- -  r -  I  -  -  - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E  -  n -

9) CATJ -  should -  should not  provide more management informat ion,

10) CATJ -  should -  should not  cont inue detai led equipment revisws.
11) CATJ-should -  should not  provide detai led construct ion ar t ic les on CATV equip-

ment (i.e. how to build-it f€atures)
121 CATJ -  should -  should not  publ ish more high- level  engineer ing ar t ic les,  complete

with mathematical analysis where required.
13) CATJ -  should -  should not  publ ish more mater ia l  prepared by CATV equipment

suppl  iers.
141 Because back issue-copies of  CATJ are not  avai lable,  |  -  would-would not  be inter-

ested in purchasing a "CATJ ANTHOLOGY" for  issues 1 through 18;  wi th most a l l  ar t ic les pub-
l ished in those issues in a s ingle reference book.

15) |  bel ieve such an "ANTHOLOGY" should sel l  for  no more than- $5.00 -  $7.50
_  $10 .00  _  $12 .50 .

16) Our system -  would-  would not  be interested in detai led CATJ t reatment of  under-
ground construction techniquss.

171 This month 's issue t reatment of  poles was:
- appreciated - not appreciated
- OK as publ ished -  not  detai led enough -  too detai led

18) This month 's issue t reatment of  pay TV traps was:
- appreciated - not appreciated
- OK as publ ished not  detai led enough -  too detai led

19) l f  I  was able to have only one s ingle CATV magazine per month,  the magazine I  would choose
would be
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HOW BIG FOR PAY? - What are the
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CATJ looks at one approach to getting
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easy transport; even inside
ofthe bed portion of a pick-
up truck, but which ex-
tends to the proper length
to transport the average 25
or 30 foot poles.

The next criteria seems
to be getting the pole from
the hauling vehicle to the
hole. Three men co7, move
and carry a 400 pound pole,
but it is guaranteed to tire
the men out in a hurry. A
better technique is to allow
the pole to move to the de-
sired spot in such a way
that it can be offloaded
from the transport vehicle
butt-end down into the
wai,ting holc.

This suggests an elnua-
tedpole trailer; one that al-
lows the poles to be slid off
and down butt end first.
Some operators therefore
prefer the common pick-up
truck "headache rack" that
allows the poles to travel
overhead. As a pole is re-
quired, it is slid backwards
while the butt end is pulled
down, heading (if the aim is
good) into the prepared
hole.

Several operators report
they have designed tDeir
polc trai,lcrs with a winch
system (many said they are
using hand cranked boat-
type winches) to wineh-ca-
blelift the pole from the
trailer up out of the "pile"

so it is then over the trailer
bed by several feet. Then it
is slid into the hole. CATJ
would very much like to en-
courage systems with such
self-designed trailer de-
signs to share their designs
with other CATV system
operators. Photos and,
drawings submitted wiV
appeor in future issues of
CATJ.

(31 Rocking The Pole-This
has different means to dif-
ferent people. Many sys-
tems use the same soil that
came out of the hole to
place back into the hole
around the pole after it is in
place. Once in the hole, one
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man can hold the pole in
position while the other
two return the dirt to the
hole. The dirt must be
tamped down after every
six-nine inches of soil is re-
turned around the pole,
and for this job most sys-
tems use muscle power and
some long steel bars with
flat "tamping feet" welded
on the bottom.

Some systems we talked
with said they carried a 50
or 100 gallon drum of water

on the truck to wet down
the soil as it was returned
to the hole. They caution
against using too much wa-
ter because it creates an
ooze which leaves the pole
less than rigid for the first
several days.

Others said they haul a
load of small crushed rock
along with them and fill the
bottom two feet to 30 inch-
es of the hole with crushed
rock around the pole, tamp-
ing it as they put it in.

.*r,ir,ri:.r,r, 
.Uif$;;i,;,
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Mount ing Avai lab le  For

@ Standard Vans and Pickups!

G) Small Vehicles (Toyotas, Luv, Courier)

AND LEASE.PURCHASE PLANS!
. $150 .00  pe r  mon th ,  3  yea r ,  on  you r  -$115 .00  pe r  mon th ,  4  yea r ,  0n  you r

VAN LADDER - the original l ight-weight, heavy duty (and 0SHA accep-
tance-engineered!)system for  e levat ing a man and equipment  to  pole l ine
CATV equipment. There is none better than the oriqinal.

VAIT@LADDER, II{C.
P.O. Box 709

For full information
Spencer, Iowa 51301

- call toll /ree 800-831-5051
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"This insures that the Pole
butt is well supported and
it helps prevent the pole
moving about in case of 

'a

particularly wet season"
one operator noted. Then
the balance of the hole is
filled with dirt removed
from the hole.

(41 Insurance-Finally, every-
one it seems was aware
that before the first hole is
dug, an extra session with
the insurance man is in or-
der. One operator told of
running through a multi
hundred pair telephone ca-
ble (not marked, he said) in
one hole: most had similar
stories of violated water
pipes, sewer pipes, and the
like. The champion story of
all time came from a Cali-
fornia operator CATJ
talked with who told us
". . . Going into a new sub-
division, our crew noted a
'Buried Telco' warning at
the inter-section of the sub-
division entrance street.
The arrows pointed back
and forth alnng the muin
street so they went ahead
where the first sub-division
pole had been staked. The

During September, the Okla-
homa CATV Association devo-
ted a portion of its annual fall
meeting to a "pole setting
school". Oklahoma has a high
percentage of its systems on
system-owned poles, and at the
meeting several additional sys-
tems reported they were in the
process of converting over to
their own poles at this time. The
purpose of the "school" was to
share pole setting expertise.

Bill Barnes, manager of the
TV Cable Company, DeQueen,
Arkansas, brought his system's
pole haul ing/sett ing trai ler
along for the school. Note in
photo 1 that it stows away in the
rear of his pickup truck for
transport.

In photo 2, the trailer has
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hole went hard at first so
the two extra men climbed
on top of the 6 by 6 plank to
give the auger some assis-
tance. Suddenly the hole
shot down and they were
on the ground. Before they
could getup offthe ground,
water and other materials
started bubbling out of the
hole. By the time we got
the auger out of the hole
and the tractor pulled away
the whole area was a sea of
water and debris. What
they hit, one-two-three, was
a city water pipe, the sub-
division sewer pipe, and a
1200 pair telephone cable;
not necessarily in that or-
der!" The operator re-
marked'dryly' we thought
"haue gou euer seen two
telephone companE line
spticers, outfitted in yellnw
wet suits, sitting in a gqp-
ing hol,e ten feet in d:inme-
ter, fillcd with water ond
sewage that the purnps
cennot get out fast enough,
trying to splice 1200 pai,r of
telephone cable? It lnoked
lilrc two mwtinn basket-
weauers doing their work
at the Hoboken estuary!"

been removed from the truck
and the support bracket for pole
lifting is being put into position.

The pole trailer designed by
TV Cable Company is finding
extensive use in the system for
removing (or moving) existing
poles alread,y in the ground. A
boat-type winch, strung from
the trailer tongue (where the
winch assembly  mounts )
through the base of the vertical
height-bar and up through a pul-
ley on the top end of the height
bar allows one man to 'yank a
pole'out of the ground. In photo
3 the trailer is being hand
moved into position to remove a
pole set for the demonstration.

In photos 4 and 5 the trailer,
as a lift device, is in position for
work. That's Kelly Stallings,
Waynoka, Oklahoma (immedi

-.".rdfiS

Photo Two

Photo  Thr te

ate past president of Oklahoma
association) in photo 5 studying
the rig closely.

In photo 6, John Thompson,
Cablevision Company, Atoka
and Coalgate, Oklahoma ready-
ing his pickup with pole carry-
ing headache rack for dropping
the pole into the hole (photo 7).

While most systems utilize
tractor mounted augers for hole
digging, this demonstration re-
lied on a two man McCulloch
chain saw (with auger attach-
ment) for the hole digging exer-
cise. In photos 8, 9 and 10 the
hole digging exercise proceeds
to completion. The fellow with
the hardhat is DeQueen manag-
er Bill Barnes. The fellow with
the suit on is a regular contribu-
tor to CATJ (see Pages 4-5 this
issue).

-''�##
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POLE SET|ING SCHOOL
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sBecity
tnc ta ins the highest qual i ty

standards in the industry,
assuring you of lasting connector

qual i ty.  Our broad product l ine
enables us to serve your connector

needs from antenna to subscriber set.

lRc E L E t r T R O N l C s i ,  I  N t r .
901 SOUTH AVE., I|ORSEHEADS. t{.Y. 14845 PHON€ 607-73$3&t4
AVAILABLE lN IUR0PE THRU: Electro Service N.V., Xleine ltieuwendiik 40,8 2800 Michelen, Belgium

Our advancements in the CATV
connector industry have made
us a leading suppl ier  to major

CATV systems. The
hex cr imp, longer
cr imp r ing on "F"
s ty les ,  con t ro l led
O-r ing compression

and captive parts on
aluminum sty les,  are
a few examples of
p ioneer ing  research
from LRC. LRC main-
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rCATJ recently completed
the 1975 version of our an-
nual end-of-summer survey
of reader interests and dis-
interests. Hundreds of read-
ers responded telling us
what you like and do not like
about CATJ. More than 200
separate suggestions f.or dif-
ferent CATJ articles were
also tallied; this should keep
us busy for years just fil l ing
these requests!

One of the more frequent-
ly encountered suggestions
was that we print on a regu-
lar basis a set of "CATV Ba-
sics" for newcomers to the
industry. This is an excel-
lent suggestion, and while
we have always felt that our
particular unique method of
reporting on all topics was
designed to include the new-
comers as well as the old
timers, we will, effective
with this issue, attempt to
satisfy that multi-numbered
request.

This first column has been
prepared from an Applica-
tion Notes bulletin issued by
Lhe Q-Bit Corporation (P.O.
Box 2208, Melbourne, Fl.
3 2 9 0 1 ) ,  a n d  w e  h e r e b y
credit this source.

Impedance Matching Basics

The coaxial cable has become
the accepted method of distribu-
ting radio frequency TV signals
to multiple users. To obtain the
optimum results, the system de-
signer/installer needs to under-
stand the effects that coaxial ea-
ble (coax) has on radio frequen-
cy (RF) signals.

In the television industry,
there are two standard classes
of transmission lines; balanced
300 ohm transmission line, and,
75 ohm coaxial cable of various
sizes.

C h arac t e ris tic Imp e danc e

When a particular cable is
said to be 75 ohm cable, it is
meant that the cable has a char-
acteristic impedance of 75 ohms.
This means that when this cable

is terminated with a 75 ohm re-
sistor or a 75 ohm resistive load.
and the impedance measured on
the opposite of the length of ca-
ble, the load and the line look to
be "one." That is, whatever en-
ergy is introduced into the line
at the origination end, is carried
bhrough to the terminated end
where it sees the same charac-
teristics in the termination as it
sees in the line itself. This is
true regardless of the length of
the cable being measured. How-
ever, if the cable is terminated
with a load different than the
characteristic 75 ohm imped-
ance of the cable, some of the
energy being carried by the line
is not accepted by the load. This
energy reflects back away from
the load and travels in the re-
verse direction towards the ori-
gination point. This 'reflected

load' signal is dependent upon
cable length and the frequency
of the RF being transmitted into
the cable at the origination end.

Signal Transmission

Maximum transmission effi-
ciency is realized when the 75
ohm cable is matched with a per-
fect 75 ohm resistive load. The
RF signal transmitted over a ca-
ble experiences a delav of ap-
prox imate ly  140o/o  (1 .4  t imes)
than were the signal transmitted
through the air. This is because
the resistance of the cable ma-
terials is greater than the re-
sistance of the air medium, and
that resistance causes the signal
to actually slow down in trans-
mission.

The coax ia l  cab le  i t se l f  ab-
sorbs some of the signal, and this
is called'cable losses'. These los-
ses are caused by the resistive
(IR) losses in the center conduc-
tor of the cable and by dielectric
losses caused by the insulation
material between the center con-
ductor and the shield. Cable ex-
hibits higher losses at higher RF
(frequencies) because dielectric
losses increase with frequency.

Match.ing

When a 75 ohm cable is term-
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SOURCE
(vswR = 3.0)

I  RETURNLESS .6dB)

inated with other than a 75 ohm
resistive load, it is described as'mis-matched'. Part of the signal
that arrives at the'mis-matched
load'via the coaxial cable is re-
flected back toward the source of
originating end. This reflection
and return to the source of the
signal is sometimes referenced
by the phrase 'return loss'.

When there is reflected ener-
gy sent from the load back to-
ward the source, the source now
becomes the load because the
source for the 'reflected path'
has now become the termination
load for the original downstream
direction pass. If the source is
well matched to the line, this re-
f lected energy becomes ab-
sorbed by the original source;
which is now acting as a 'load'. If
both the original source and the
original load are mismatched, it
can become extremely difficult
to determine the actual losses on
the transmission cable since eaeh
trip down and back causes addi-
tional reflections and with each'pass' smaller and smaller per-
centages of the original down-
stream signal are reflected and
re-transmitted in the opposite di-
rection.

Any device which is used ini-
tially as a driving source, and
which displays a good output im-
pedance match to the coaxial ca-
ble, is said to be'backmatched'.

VSWN

match at the termination, and
the probe moved alongthe line of
the cable conductor, the magni
tude of the signal present could
be measured. At some points
along that probe-run the vol-
tages from the source and the
reflective load would add togeth-
er  ( i .e .  sum) ;  wh i le  a t  o ther
points along that line the vol-
tages would subtract (i.e. op-
pose). This indicates that on a
mis-matched line there are varv-
ing magnitudes of voltage prei-
ent. The measurement of these
varying magnitudes is called a
measurement of VSWR, or 'Vol-

tage Standing Wave Ratio'. The
term VSWR is utilized to define
the qual i tv of the impedance
match of a device. Thus a VSWR
of 1.0 to 1 (represented 1.0 : 1 or
even VSWR = 1.0) is a perfect
match, and a VSWR of 1.5 is
considered generally to be an ac-
ceptable match.

DTAGRAM I
Many undesirable things hap-

pen when bad mis-matches exist
in a cable system. Some of these

Undesirable signal losses
The cable becomes an anten-
na and can radiate signal;
additionally, it can now ad-
mit  inward bound signals
p ick ing  up  non-source  de-
rived signals for further car-
r iage through the cable
plant
Source mis-mateh over long
cable lengths can cause pic-
ture-edge ghosting
Souree mis-match can affect
the fine tuning on the sub-

scriber's receiver
5) Source mis-match will de-

stroy the output isolation of
hybrid splitters and taps

6) Successive mis - match
through low loss taps can
compound the effects of
VSWR.

A table depicting VSWR and
loss follows:

Power Loss
VSWR (matchl At Load

Reflected Power
(return loss)

1 . 0  0  d B
1 . 2  -  . o 3 d B  - i -  a e
1 . 5  -  . 1 9  d B  _ ' t 4  d B
2 . O  - . 5 0 d 8  - 9 . 5 d B
3.0  -1  .25  dB -  6  dB
4.O -1  .9  dB -  4 .5d8

1 0 . 0  - 4 . 8 d 8  _ 1 . 8 d 8

Finally, here is an example of a
two-way hybrid splitter and the
effects of various VSWR eompo-
nents in this simple system.

If the source is perfectly baik-
matched, there will be zo second
return of the reflected compo-
nent from the original souice

+20.sdBmv-€{

-r?dB.;+ 
l l .ovswR

The transmission of RF TV
signals is actually a transmission
of 'waves'. In the coaxial cable,
because of the dielectric proper-
ties of the cable, there is a delay
in time between delivery of the
signal to the origination point
and the receipt of the signal at
the termination point. The phase
and magnitude of a ref lected
wave (caused by a mis-match) is
a function of cable length. At any
point along the cable transmis-
sion medium, the forward direc-
tion wave rnaA sum with the re-
f lected wave, modify ing the
magnitude at that part icular
point on the line. If a voltage
probe were to be inserted into a
coaxial  cable which has mis-
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are:
1 )
2 l

3)

4)

(load), and the hybrid isolation
would still be realized at a mini-
mum of 20 dB.

* U/V * $100 *
CONVERTER

UHF to VHF indoor solid state, cr-
)/stal controlled conuerter. Gain, 1O
db typical UHF to VHF. Noise fig-
ure, 12 db typical. Self contained
witb built in 1 17 VAC pozuer
supply. Tbree week delioery!

RICHEY DEVELOPMENT COMP:

1436 SW 44th Oklahoma City, OK
(4051 681-5343
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TECHNICAL TOPICS
Fasl Work

Editor:
I wanted to tell you that the article (Perhaps

Your Community Gannot Legally Grant You A
CATV Franchise) appearing in the August is-
sue looked great. Your editorial inserts are a
touch that many journals should adopt.
Thanks again lor your consideration, and ef-
fort-especially for putting oul one ol the most
relevanl industry/scholarly publications avail-
able.

Als0 th0ught y0u might be interested in
knowing that on September 11th l l l inois Gov-
ernor Daniel Walker signed into law a bil l
which authorizes county boards to c0ntract
Jor, l icense or tranchise CATV systems in un-
incorporated areas within lheir boundaries.
The law was sponsored by Rep. Fred J.
Tuerk, Peoria, who was quoted by the Peoria
Journal Star as saying "The revenues derived
lrom CATV in unincorporated areas rightly be-
longs to the county."

Thomas A. Geary
Assistant ProJessor

Division of Broadcasting
Western l l l inois University

Macomb, l l l ino is  61455
Tom:

0ur editorial desk is always open to well re-
searched works such as the above item which
you so skilllully penned. I doubl our publish-
ing ol your manuscript had anything t0 d0
with lllinois ad0pting this legislation, but it is
nice t0 know that your slate govelnmenl is re-
sponsive t0 problems such as lhis one.

()ne Slep Forward / One Step Back

I was very interested in y0ur bitter-sweet,
but factual assessment of the Lindsav 101E2-

13 FM-U Test, Search and Standby antenna.
Your people real ly did an excel lent job ol

evaluation ! Since the bit ter (cr i t ic ism) related
to a lack ol instruct ions, we have di l igently
worked on gett ing a practical,  user oriented,
easy to fol low set of instruct ions prepared-
for luture users ol this antenna.

You could have perhaos described better
the many uses of this antenna. Here in Cana-
da Sruki Switzer f i rst prooosed such an an-
tenna, and Serial #1 is in use in one of Mc-
Lean Hunter's Cable systems

Several pa0ers read at NCTA technical ses-
sions have suggested the many uses of the
Search Antenna. One paper by Steve Biro im-
mediately comes to mind.

The Lindsay Search Antenna took seven in-
lensive months 0f designing t0 get the gain
and cleanness 0f patterns. We quit only when
we could not squeeze any more performance
out ol this antenna. Al l  of the elements are
functional and this antenna was specif ical ly
designed for CATV headend use by our anten-
na engineer Koert Koster.

The Search Antenna serves atop one's tow-
er as a "standby" should one of the regular
arrays fai l .  l t  can be used to check out the
other antennas lo assess if they are 0perating
0K. The sources oJ interiering signals can be
traced, or the antenna can be used lo receive
several TV slat ions, both UHF and VHF, and
FM, from the same general direct ion.

You mention the antenna is heavy duty. l t
is; but these dimensions and sizes of ele-
menls are needed to withstand ice condit ions
and the winds experienced in many parts 0l the
USA (as well  as Canada of course). The an-
lenna is not over-designed; i t  is designed to
functional ly serve troublefree Jor 10-20 years
on the tower.

The price at $403.00 is modest compared

to many simple log periodic and olher anten-
nas offered. l t  is real ly a bargain when you
see the product and pdrt icularly when you see
its performance. And as you found, the
Search antenna beals 0ur own electr ical and
gain claims.

Thank you again lor reviewing our product,
and lor providing such a useful publ icat ion to
the CATV industry. Keep i t  up!

J.E. Thomas, President
Lindsay Specialty Products, Limited

50 Marv Street West
L indsay ,0n tar io
Canada K9V 4S7

What's a dBi?

Ed i tor:
I  have just read the art icle on the Lindsay

Log Anlenna (Page 33, September) and I
would like to make an observation and alter
wards ask a question. I  think you should have
researched the theory behind the antenna
more thoroughly before writ ing your review.
Without seeing the antenna in person, one re-
ceives very l i t t le knowledge about the many
physical detai ls your art icle stressed. What' theory'you presented was more conjecture
than facts.

Can you explain what a dBi is? I 've asked
three lel low workers in my company (al l  of
whom are 'old t imers') and they don' l  know
either. The gain specs on Page 37 are in dBi.
ls this the same as dBj? 0r are you talking
about lmaginaries?

John F. Johnslon
Cablevision of Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80917

John:

We neglected heavy theorelical discussion
of the Lindsay Search lor two reasons: (1)
The same issue of CATJ, Pages 25-33 caried
Part Three of our CATV ANTENNA BASICS
series, and it dealt largely wilh lhe LPDA an-
tenna. Why say the same thing twice in one
issue, we asked ourselves. And, (2), the
Lindsay Search defies many 0l the better
known, more ralional approaches t0 theoretical
analysis. The designer, as Lindsay President
John E. Thomas points out in lhe letter just
ahead ol yours, Mr. Koert Koster, apparently
spent seven months working and re-working
many of the individual parameters 0f lhis an-
lenna, t0 the point where he has undoubtedly
fine-luned this parlicular antenna, with its
part icular element spacings, elemenl diame-
ters and matching systems (all of which inter-
act) s0 that lhere are many parameters lo this
antenna which are not readily apparent t0 the
eye; even the trained eye.

As lor the dBi. .  . imaginary is not lar away.
Actually, it stands lor dB of gain over lhat to
be expected with an isolropic source. An iso-
tropic source is an imaginary source, malhe-
matical only, lrom which malhemalical equa-
tions can be drawn to create real life mea-
sured gain. lt is a constant source, unlike a
standard dipole source, not subiect to con-
struction and installation variations. Therelore,

Co-Channel
El iminators

Adjacent Channel
Filters

Channel Droppers

FITTERS FOR SPECIFIC
CATV PROBLEMS.
AND THEY WORK-

*Or we refund
in fu l l

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO CARE

MICROWAVE FILTER CO
6743 KINNE STREET

EAST SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 1 3057
PH0NE 31 5-437-4529

(Glyn Bostick, Ghiel Engr)

Pay-TV Security
Traps

'Pay Only 'Band
Pass Filters

Specialized Cust-
omer Problems
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dBi tends to be more "indicated gain" than
dBd (db gain over a dipole). Typically, il you
$ubtract 2.7 dB gain lrom a dBi reference you
have approximately lhe gain 0l tho antenna as
related lo dBd measurements.

()ne Tech's 0pinion

I have comoleted the CATJ Seotember
Reader Contest and I want to tell you why I
leel as I do on a couple of things. I wil l go by
questions beginning with number l ive on the
contest card (which read CATJ is-too
technical - just dght - not technical
onough). I have always thought of CATJ as
the technician's magazine, probably the only
one on the market. All of the other CATV mag-
azines are devoted to management, l inancing,
and organizations. Your 'CATA NEWSLETTER'
is very similar to these, in contenl, while
OATJ concentrates on technical oroblems. In
the March and April 1975 issues you attacked
the FCC and the broadcaslers. These two is-
Sues were most interesting but did not help
me with any ol my technical problems. I fear
your forthcoming November issue, concerning
poles, wil l be the same way. This type ol is-
sue concerns managemenl more than lechni-
cians and I don't Jeel it should be in CATJ.

Why not have an issue devoted to proot of
performance with various types 0f test equip-
ment? This type ot issue would be just as in-
teresting as your pole issue, and it would ap-
peal t0 more people. Next you could have an
issue on the dillerent types of cable and their
characteristics. Then, perhaps, something on
headend lashup, mixing and adding. The tech-
nical subiects are vast and grow practically
everyday.

Now for question number six (which read
CATJ will be enjoyed- more- less
by the new largsl format), Personally, I have
always l iked the small size. I found it more
convenient to carry and read. I appreciale
y0ur increasing lhe contents of 'CATJ' and
think it is wonderful that the orice wil l not in-
crease, but I would rather have more pages
than a larger size.

David L. Franklin
Chiel Technician

Lalayette Cable TV
Lafayette, La. 70501

David:
Your points about dev0ting one entire issue

to ono singular subiect aro well made. Notice
il you will that while poles gets some play in
this issue, it is by n0 means lhe full issue.
That is one 0f the things wo are now able t0
do wilh the larger page format; say what we
leel needs t0 be said about some in-depth
subiect such as poles, and still have plenty ol
room left 0ve1 t0 d8al with mundane things
such as charl recording systems, pay TV lrap
tschnology and so on.

The format-size change has received mixed
reviews to date. Some people love lhe larger
size, 0thers such as yourself say youl pocket
is too small t0 calry it around anymoro. Wo
wish we had a compromise, but we don't. In-
creasing the magazino in its lormer 6 by g
size to say 72 pages a m0nlh (roughly equal
t0 the 48 page magazine you have this month
in this larger lormat) would have required one
of two things l0 chango, or a combination of
the lwo. Either the CATV industry had lo start
acting like a growing industry again, with
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suppliers starting t0 catch up 0n lho mon-
strous losses many have sustained in the pasl
year t0 18 months (thereby making moro ad-
vertising dollars available), or, readers would
have had t0 stand still for an increase to
$12.00 per year for techs and $15.00 lor
companies. Ws saw neilhor happening, so we
wenl t0 the larger page size t0 givo readers
the benefils of increasing tho magazino space,
simply becauso that was something we could
alford to do without substantial new adverlis-
ing or increasing subscription rates.

Sharp Eyed Reader

The July issue contained a most popular
piece by Jerry Lauter 0J Gill Cable, San Jose
called "Everyman's Analyzer." To date, it has
polled more reader votes and mail than any
other single article published by CATJ.

0ne reader, Ron Upchurch, believed he
found several errors in the diagrams and he
called them to our allenlion. We in turn went
to author Lauler and Jerry responds as lol-
tows:

Diagram #S-Page 12 (July) . . .
821 should be marked Rl.
Rl1 should be in board position markod RB
and R8 moved down 0n0 sot 0f holes so it
connects botwoon pin 1 and 5.
Diagram #4-Page 11 (July). . .
shows a PG board bridge connection be.
lween pins 4 and 5 of the lC; romovs it.
Diagram #3-Page 10 (July)  . . .
lhore is a missing connection bolwoon pin 5
0f the lC and th8 'lloating board dol' iust
above it; connecl ths two togsthor on PC
board layout.
Diagram #2-Page 9 (July) . . .
should show opsn ond of Rl7 as connecling
to + (plus) voltage suPPlY.
For reader orientation, Diagram 3 (Page 10)

starls with the top row of lC pin connections,
lar right pin, as pin number ono, works right
to letl along row lo pin 7; drops to bott0m row
lar leJt as pin 8 and works lelt to right for pin
14 .

0n Diagram 4 (Page 11), the top dght pin
is number 14, working right to left down t0
pin 8, dropping to bottom row with 7 under 8,
and then lejt t0 right to pin 1 (under pin 14).

Finally on Page 12, Diagram 5, the 1M3900
lC pin at far right 0n top row is number 1,
working right to left to number 7, then drop-
ping d0wn (towards bottom ol page) to pin 8,
and working left to right h pin 14 which is
directly under pin 1.

lf you have gotten this far without swallow-
ing twice, you may proceed to go and collect
one mill ion lC layout dots lrom our stalf artist.

And thank you reader Ron Upchurch lor be-
ing so sharp eyed. By the way, the schematic
is correct as shown and if you built the unit
according to that, without using the Gill Cable
PC board layout, you probably are already well
into spectrum analyist displays. 0ur thanks
again t0 John Messmer and Jeny Lauler at
Gill Cable lor the fine dovelopment work on
this unit!

Engineering 0pinion

Edilor:
Much has been wrilten on low-noise ore-

amps, and I 'm sti l l  looking for a good one lhal
wil l really clean up a picture when dealing
with 20 to 50 microvolts ol input signal. 0ver
a period 0f 16 years in CATV I've tried many,
including some of lhe more recent crop. In my
opinion, the best of the lot is sti l l  Blonder-
Tongue's CMA pre-amplit ier, ol which we
have .dozens in use, including some ol the
very early production models.

I wanted to share my observations with oth-
er readers 0l CATJ. Keep up the good work
and the best oJ luck.

J.J .  Muel ler
EMCO CATV, Inc.

Manchesler, Vt. 05254
JJ:

Hopelully other pre-amp suppliers will nol
dsmand equal t imo!

IN STOCK!
REPLACEMENT COMP(lNENTS FOR

.  A ,E .L .

.  AMECO

. BLONDER TONGUE

. CASCADE. c-coR

. CADC0

. CORAL
- DELTA BENCO
*  E . l . E .

* ENTRON
' J E R R O L D
T L INDSAY
- MAGNAVOX
. S-A
.  s .K .L .
- SYLVANIA
. THETA-COM
. T0c0M/cAs

. ALL R.F. COMPONENTS 1ll l l% R.F. TESTED

. TRANSISTORS, OI()DES, HYBRIDS, IC'S,
CAPACIT()RS, RESIST()RS, BREAKERS

. IMMEDIATE OELIVERY
' CALL C()LLECT (lR WRITE F()R COMPLETE

CATALOG

850 OLD DIXIE HIGHWAY
IAKE PARK. FLORIDA 33403
(305) 844-2458

ROADBAl{D
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the security blonket for
your oportment equipment

Protect your apartment CATV system from illegal connections and your valuable distribution

equipment from tampering and theft .  Get securi ty plus economy with Toner Lockable Cabinets.
Your best buy for indoor CATV system protection.

Ten sizes to f i t  your every need

Standard cabinet uses your padlock

Opt iona l  cy l inder  lock  (Key  At ike)

Opt iona l  vend ing  mach ine  lock ,  non- reproduc ib le  key

Ul t imate  mount ing  ease w i th  3 /B  in .  p lywood backboard

Phosphat ized steel construct ion for durabi l i ty

Sat in  g rey  enamel  f in ish ,  ins ide  and ou t

Storm proof galvanized cabinets for outdoor use, too

G A L L  O R  W R I T E  F O R  C O M P L E T E  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S ,  O R D E R I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N  A N D  P R I C E S

TONER CABLE EQUIPMENT, INC.

(21 51674-5510
418 CAREDEAN DRIVE HORSHAM, PA. 19044
WHERE EXPERIENCED PEOPLE AND PROVEN PRODUCTS IN STOCK MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.
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